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Abstract

Cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAPs) are small peptides that constitute an important defence against microbial pathogens. Certain CAPs also possess anticancer properties. NRC-03 and NRC-07 are pleurocidins derived from winter and yellowtail flounder, respectively. The purpose of this investigation was to study the anticancer properties of NRC-03 and NRC-07. NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed breast cancer cells, including P-glycoprotein-overexpressing cells, in a time-dependent manner that peaked at 4 h. NRC-03 and NRC-07 lysed breast cancer cells by a mechanism that involved cell binding, mitochondrial destabilization, nuclear localization, and significant membrane damage. Interestingly, NRC-07, but not NRC-03, caused DNA fragmentation. NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed normal human epithelial cells, but did not kill endothelial cells or fibroblasts, or lyse human erythrocytes. NRC-03, and to a lesser extent NRC-07, had chemo-sensitizing properties, suggesting promise for their inclusion in combinational treatment regimens. Importantly, intratumoural injections of NRC-03 or NRC-07 inhibited tumour growth in a mouse model of breast cancer. Fetal bovine serum dose-dependently reduced cell killing by NRC-03. NRC-03 was degraded in human and mouse serum, which limited its potency. NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity correlated with expression of several different negatively-charged molecules, rationalizing the generation of [D]-NRC-03, which carries the same positive charge as NRC-03, and was more potent but less selective for cancer cells than NRC-03. [D]-NRC-03 was also cytolytic and exhibited in vivo anticancer properties. To further test the clinical potential of NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant cells were generated. NRC-03 and NRC-07 bound to resistant cells to a lesser extent than parental cells and were phenotypically distinct. Importantly, NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant cells were killed by chemotherapeutic drugs, as well as [D]-NRC-03. These studies demonstrate that NRC-03, NRC-07, and [D]-NRC-03 are cytolytic peptides that kill breast cancer cells in vitro and in vivo. While more potent than NRC-03, [D]-NRC-03 requires further modification to minimize its toxicity toward normal cells. Although cancer cells may become resistant to NRC-03 and NRC-07 over time, resistant cells are still killed by other cytotoxic drugs, thereby reinforcing the value of adding these peptides to combinational regimens for the treatment of breast cancer.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Cancer

Despite many advances in cancer treatment, cancer remains a growing health concern, primarily due to the aging demographic. Based on GLOBOCAN 2008 estimates, approximately 12.7 million cancer diagnoses and 7.6 million cancer deaths occurred in 2008. The Canadian Cancer Society estimates that 177,800 Canadians will be diagnosed with cancer and 75,000 will die from cancer in 2011 (1). The word cancer is a general term that describes a multitude of individual diseases that affect different types of cells and tissues. Cancers are alike in that they all involve abnormal cellular growth as a consequence of a small number of genetic mutations (2). Hanahan and Weinberg argue that cancer development is characterized by six biological capabilities. These “hallmarks of cancer” are: [1] sustaining proliferation; [2] resisting antiproliferation signals; [3] resisting programmed cell death; [4] enabling replicative immortality; [5] stimulating angiogenesis; [6] invading tissues and metastasizing throughout the body (3). In addition to these hallmarks, two additional hallmarks are emerging, i.e., reprogramming of energy metabolism, and evading detection and elimination by the immune system (4). Whereas localized tumours are treated with surgery and/or radiotherapy, chemotherapy continues to be the treatment of choice for advanced or metastatic cancers (5).

This investigation focuses on two types of cancer: breast cancer and multiple myeloma. Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer and second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in Canadian women (1). An estimated 23,600 Canadians will be diagnosed with breast cancer, and 5,100 will die from breast cancer in 2011 (1). Three main types of breast cancer exist: lobular carcinoma, ductal carcinoma, and inflammatory breast cancer (6). Breast cancer is typically treated with a combination of surgery, radiotherapy, and systemic therapy, which includes both hormonal therapy and chemotherapy. The choice of systemic therapy is dependent on the stage of the disease, estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and/or human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2 (HER2) expression levels, lymph node involvement, patient age, and menopausal status. Hormonal therapies, which include the selective estrogen receptor modulators and selective aromatase inhibitors, are indicated for patients with ER-positive PR-positive tumours (6). Trastuzumab (Herceptin®) is offered to patients with HER2-expressing tumours (7, 8). Combinational chemotherapy (e.g., cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and 5-fluorouracil) is offered to patients with ER-negative PR-negative tumours, as well as patients with tumours larger than 1 cm (6). Doxorubicin, methotrexate, mitoxantrone, cyclophosphamide, docetaxel, paclitaxel, 5-fluorouracil and cisplatin are chemotherapeutic agents that may be used to treat breast cancer (9-12). Side effects from these drugs are numerous and include fatigue, changes in taste, headache, nausea, fluid accumulation, muscle pain, joint pain, weight gain, vomiting, hair loss, ovarian failure, hypersensitivity reactions, kidney damage, cardiotoxicity, myelosuppression, nerve damage, and the potential to cause secondary cancers (10-12).

Multiple myeloma is a hematological malignancy that is characterized by the proliferation of neoplastic plasma cells in the bone marrow (13). In comparison to breast cancer, multiple myeloma is relatively rare. The Canadian Cancer Society estimates that 2,300 Canadians will be diagnosed with multiple myeloma, of which 1,350 will die from multiple myeloma in 2011 (1). The prognosis of patients with multiple myeloma has improved in recent years with the introduction of autologous stem cell transplantation and treatment with the drugs thalidomide, lenalidomide, and bortezomib (14-16). The treatment for multiple myeloma is dependent on the biological age of the patient, whether the patient can tolerate stem cell transplantation, and whether the patient has any coexisting conditions (13). These factors determine the drugs the patient will receive, as well as the dose and duration of therapy. Patients diagnosed with multiple myeloma are typically treated with combinational treatment regimens consisting of thalidomide, lenalidomide, bortezomib (Velcade®), dexamethasone, cyclophosphamide, melphalan, and prednisone (13). Side effects from these therapies include infection, neutropenia, anemia, hyperglycemia, lymphopenia, deep vein thrombosis, peripheral sensory neuropathy, and thrombocytopenia. The 10-year survival rate for patients under 60 years of age is approximately 30%, which highlights the need for more effective anticancer agents for the treatment of multiple myeloma (14).
Cisplatin and docetaxel are two chemotherapeutic agents used in this investigation. Cisplatin is a platinating chemotherapeutic agent that kills cells by causing intra- and inter-strand deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) crosslinks, which interfere with transcription and translation (17, 18). Cisplatin also reacts with phospholipids, ribonucleic acid (RNA) and proteins, which may also contribute to cisplatin-induced cytotoxicity (19, 20). Cancer cells can become resistant to cisplatin by increasing their synthesis of glutathione (GSH), which reacts with cisplatin and forms a complex that is pumped out of the cell by the adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-dependent GSH S-conjugate export pump (21, 22). Cancer cells can also become resistant to cisplatin by increasing DNA repair of cisplatin/DNA lesions (23). Docetaxel belongs to the taxane family of chemotherapeutic agents. Docetaxel (Taxotere®) is a semisynthetic derivative of paclitaxel (Taxol®), which is derived from the bark and needles of the Pacific (Taxus brevifolia) and European (Taxus baccata) yew trees, respectively (24). Docetaxel is believed to inhibit microtubule disassembly, which interferes with the formation of the mitotic spindle, thereby causing cell death (25). Cancer cells can become resistant to docetaxel by increasing their expression of the drug efflux pump P-glycoprotein (P-gp) (26, 27), or by altering β-tubulin isotype expression (28).

Traditional chemotherapeutic agents target cells that rapidly divide. As a result, chemotherapeutic agents cannot discriminate between proliferating cancer cells and proliferating normal cells (29). Consequently, chemotherapy is associated with the many side effects listed above. Moreover, slow growing or dormant cancer cells often fail to respond to chemotherapy (30). In these instances, patients experience negative side effects without any decrease in tumour burden. Drug resistance further reduces the therapeutic utility of cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents (31). Furthermore, certain anticancer drugs are associated with the development of secondary malignancies. For example, tamoxifen use in patients with breast cancer has been associated with the development of endometrial cancer (32), whereas treatment with cyclophosphamide, methotrexate and 5-fluorouracil has been associated with the development of acute myeloid leukemia (33). Therefore, significant efforts have been made to develop anticancer agents that specifically target and kill cancer cells without harming normal proliferating cells. These efforts have resulted in the development of novel "targeted"
therapies that selectively kill cancer cells by interfering with specific molecules that are required for tumour growth. Trastuzumab is a humanized anti-HER2 monoclonal antibody that blocks HER2 signaling in HER2-expressing breast cancers (34). Unfortunately, trastuzumab-resistance can result from receptor mutations, receptor masking by bulky mucin proteins, and/or alterations in dominant signaling pathways (35, 36). Therefore, despite many advances in the development of novel anticancer agents, the need for a drug that can specifically kill cancer cells, including those that are slow growing and/or multidrug-resistant, remains a focus in the development of novel therapeutic agents for the treatment of cancers.

1.2 Cationic Antimicrobial Peptides

Cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAPs) represent a promising alternative to conventional chemotherapeutic agents for the treatment of cancers. CAPs are small positively charged peptides that are typically fewer than 40 amino acid (aa) residues in length (37). CAPs are predominantly composed of basic (e.g., lysine [K] and arginine [R]) and hydrophobic (e.g., tryptophan [W]) aa. CAPs typically adopt random coil arrangements in aqueous environments and amphipathic secondary structures when they encounter biological membranes (38-40). CAPs are classified on the basis of their secondary structure, of which four main classes have been identified: [1] α-helical; [2] β-sheet; [3] loop; [4] extended peptides (41). CAPs play an important role in the innate immune system of virtually all organisms, including bacteria, fish, and mammals, because they are able to kill microorganisms at low concentrations. Various CAPs are able to modulate immune cell function (42-44), as well as kill both Gram-negative and -positive bacteria (45-48). In addition, certain CAPs exhibit antiviral (49), antifungal (45, 50), antiparasitic (45, 51), and/or anticancer properties (46, 52-57).

1.3 Pleurocidin-derived CAPs

Fish are a particularly rich source of CAPs because they rely heavily on their innate immune system (40). For example, mucous secretions of certain species of fish exhibit antimicrobial properties that protect the fish from pathogens (58). Pleurocidin (GWGSFFKKAHVGKHVGKAALTHYL) is a 25 aa CAP that was originally isolated
from the skin secretions of *Pleuronectes americanus*, or winter flounder (59). Pleurocidin was predicted to adopt an α-helical secondary structure when in contact with biological membranes. The authors also predicted that pleurocidin would kill bacteria by forming pores in the membrane resulting in cell lysis. Experiments revealed that pleurocidin is produced in epidermal mucous-producing cells, as well as goblet cells of the proximal portion of the small intestine, but not in the heart, striated muscle, gills, stomach, liver, or spleen of the fish (60). Pleurocidin inhibited the growth of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, *Staphylococcus aureus*, and *Candida albicans* isolated from patients. Interestingly, low concentrations of pleurocidin interfere with DNA replication and gene expression, whereas high concentrations lyse bacteria (47). This finding suggests that the concentration of pleurocidin determines the mechanism by which it kills bacteria.

The conserved flanking regions of pleurocidin were used to amplify potentially novel CAPs from various Atlantic flatfish species, including winter flounder (*P. americanus*), yellowtail flounder (*P. ferruginea*), American plaice (*Hippoglossoides platessoides*), witch flounder (*Glyptocephalus cynoglossus*), and others (48). These investigators amplified 35 sequences and predicted those that encode functional CAPs based on the charge, hydrophobicity, and sequence similarity to known biologically active CAPs. Of the 35 sequences that were amplified, 20 were synthesized (NRC-01-NRC-20) and tested for antimicrobial activity against various pathogens, including *P. aeruginosa*, *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium, *E. coli*, *S. epidermidis*, *C. albicans*, and methicillin-resistant *S. aureus*. Of these CAPs, the inhibitory effects of NRC-03, NRC-12 and NRC-13 were equal to or greater than those of the original pleurocidin against all of the pathogens evaluated, whereas the inhibitory properties of NRC-06, NRC-07, NRC-11, NRC-15, NRC-16, and NRC-17 were equal to or greater than pleurocidin in *almost* all of the pathogens examined. These findings suggested that CAPs from Atlantic flatfish, which are herein referred to as pleurocidins on the basis of the conserved flanking regions, may be a promising novel treatment option for bacterial infections; however the anticancer properties of these CAPs were not evaluated. The purpose of my research was to determine whether these CAPs possess anticancer properties. Of the 20 CAPs identified, the anticancer potential of NRC-03, NRC-07,
NRC-13 and NRC-16 was evaluated. These CAPs were selected on the basis of charge, length, number of hydrophobic aa, as well as antibacterial activity. In addition, our collaborators speculated that the antibacterial core of NRC-03 resided in the first 6 aa residues (GRRKRK) (48). Furthermore, our research group showed that the anticancer properties of the CAP bovine lactoferricin (LfcinB) resided in a sequence of only 10 aa (55). Based on these findings, the anticancer potential of the first 10 aa of NRC-03 (NRC-03\textsubscript{10 mer}) was also evaluated. Table 1.1 indicates the sequence, length and charge of these peptides.

1.4 CAPs with Anticancer Properties

CAPs with anticancer properties can be direct-acting and/or indirect-acting (61). Direct-acting CAPs bind to cells and cause significant and irreversible membrane damage, which leads to cell lysis. Therefore, direct-acting CAPs induce cell death by necrosis rather than apoptosis. Certain CAPs, such as PR-39 and pleurocidin, kill bacteria in the absence of membrane damage, which suggests that these CAPs can gain access to the cytosol of bacteria without directly causing cell lysis (47, 62, 63). Certain CAPs may also kill cancer cells by an indirect mechanism. In this regard, indirect-acting CAPs are defined as CAPs that bind to cancer cells and enter the cytoplasm where they initiate a signaling cascade that leads to cell death. Indirect-acting CAPs may trigger cysteine-aspartic acid specific protease (caspase)-dependent or -independent apoptosis, which is typically mitochondrial-dependent (61). Alternatively, cell death may involve autophagy (64). Mechanisms of action of direct- and indirect-acting CAPs, as well as specific examples of each will be discussed in detail in sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3, respectively.

Both direct- and indirect-acting CAPs must bind to the target cell in order to cause cell death (61). As described in section 1.4.1, there are many fundamental differences between cancer cell membranes and normal cell membranes, which are thought to contribute to the selective binding of certain CAPs to cancer cells (37, 38, 65-67). Most experts agree that electrostatic interactions between positively charged CAPs and negatively charged molecules on the outer membrane leaflet of cancer cells mediates selective binding of certain CAPs to cancer cells (37, 38, 66, 67). Direct-acting CAPs that bind to cancer cells on the basis of charge are of particular interest as novel anticancer
Table 1.1 Pleurocidins with potential anticancer activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAP</th>
<th>Sequencea</th>
<th>Chargeb</th>
<th>Length (aa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRC-03</td>
<td>GRRKRKLRRKIGGVKIIIGGAALDHL-NH₂</td>
<td>+9.5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC-03₁₀mer</td>
<td>GRRKRKWLRR-NH₂</td>
<td>+8.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC-07</td>
<td>RWGKWFHHVGHGKAALTAYL-NH₂</td>
<td>+8.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC-13</td>
<td>GWRTLLKAEVKTVGLKLKHLYL-NH₂</td>
<td>+6.5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC-16</td>
<td>GWKWLRKGAHLGQAAIK-NH₂</td>
<td>+7.5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aBasic or cationic aa are shown in red, whereas blue indicates hydrophobic aa.
bK and R are estimated to have a charge of +1, H a charge of +0.5, D and E a charge of -1 and C-terminal amidation a charge of +1.
agents because they are predicted to target a large number of cancer cells, including those that are slow growing and multidrug-resistant, without harming normal cells. Furthermore, certain direct-acting CAPs are likely attracted to a number of negatively charged surface molecules. Consequently, cancer cell resistance to these CAPs is unlikely because the cell would have to significantly change the composition of its membrane rather than mutate a unique receptor. Furthermore, because direct-acting CAPs do not cause cell death by initiating a signaling cascade in the target cell (61), resistance cannot be achieved by mutations in the dominant signaling pathway. Certain CAPs also enhance cell killing by traditional cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents. Cecropin A, which kills leukemia cells (68), synergizes with 5-fluorouracil and cytarabine against leukemia cells (69). Magainin A and B, which are synthetic derivatives of magainin, kill small cell lung cancer cells and enhance cell killing by etoposide and cisplatin (70). Additionally, certain CAPs kill multidrug-resistant cancer cells, e.g., gaegurin 6 and its derivative PTP7 (71), as well as the mammalian-derived extended-helical CAPs (OLP-1, -4), and insect-derived alpha-helical CAPs (OLP-7, -8) (72). Together these findings suggest that certain CAPs may be useful candidates to add to combinational treatment regimens for the treatment of certain cancers. Furthermore, as described above, certain CAPs kill bacteria by different mechanisms, depending on the concentration used. A similar finding was recently reported in cancer cells by Chang et al who showed that the hepcidin-like CAP TH1-5 induces apoptosis in HeLa cells at 50 µM, whereas 100 µM TH1-5 kills HeLa cells by lysis (57). Importantly, neither dose was significantly toxic for normal human cells. The dual mechanism of action of certain CAPs gives them an additional advantage over traditional cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents.

1.4.1 Suggested Basis for Anticancer Activities by CAPs

Although researchers have speculated for many years why certain CAPs preferentially kill cancer cells (37, 38, 55, 73, 74), few experiments have been done to determine why certain CAPs selectively bind to and kill cancer cells. Regardless, there are many fundamental differences between cancer cell membranes and normal cell membranes that likely account for differences in CAP binding, and consequently CAP-mediated cell killing. One of the most significant differences between cancer cell membranes and normal cell membranes is that the former carry a net negative charge. It
is expected that positively charged CAPs will be attracted to cells with negatively charged membranes \((37, 38, 61, 67, 75)\). Normal cell membranes are zwitterionic and therefore neutral in charge due to the presence of sphingomyelin, phosphatidylcholine, and phosphatidylethanolamine \((76)\). In contrast, the outer membrane leaflet of cancer cells contains 3- to 7-fold more negatively charged phosphatidylserine residues than normal healthy cells \((77)\). Differences in lipid composition between cancer cells and normal cells may contribute to the selective binding of CAPs to cancer cell membranes. This hypothesis is supported by experiments conducted in model membrane systems, which show that cecropin and magainin bind to acidic model membranes to a greater extent than those composed of zwitterionic phospholipids \((78\text{-}80)\). These findings suggest that the lipid composition of the target cell membrane is crucial for determining whether the cell will be susceptible to CAP-mediated killing.

In addition to differences in lipid composition between normal cells and cancer cells, the negative charge of cancer cell membranes is further augmented by increased expression of negatively charged O-glycosylated mucins \((81)\), heparan sulfate proteoglycans \((HSPs)\) \((82)\), and sialylated glycoproteins \((83)\). Paradoxically, negatively charged HSPs, and to a lesser extent chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans \((CSPs)\), inhibit LfcinB-induced cell death \((84)\). The authors speculated that this was a consequence of HSPs sequestering LfcinB from the plasma cell membrane, thereby inhibiting the ability of LfcinB to induce cell lysis \((84)\). In contrast, the same authors showed that certain 9 aa derivatives of LfcinB kill HSP- and CSP-overexpressing cells to a greater extent than control cells \((85)\). The authors propose that whereas all CAPs studied are attracted to HSPs and CSPs, there is inadequate steric hindrance by HSPs and CSPs to sequester truncated CAPs away from the plasma membrane.

Cancer cell membranes have a greater surface area than normal cell membranes, which is a consequence of greater numbers of microvilli on the surface of the cell \((86)\). Chan et al have found a correlation between microvilli numbers and cecropin-B-induced cell death \((87)\). The authors speculated that a threshold concentration of cecropin-B must bind to the target cell to initiate cell death. Although this is an attractive hypothesis to explain why CAPs selectively kill cancer cells, it has not yet been proven.
Membranes of certain cancer cells are more fluid than normal cell membranes (88, 89). In 2007, Leuschner and Hansel suggested that cholesterol may protect cells from CAP-mediated cell killing by decreasing membrane fluidity (90). Other studies demonstrated that the cholesterol content of the membrane is inversely correlated with CAP-induced cell death (44, 91, 92). CAPs may preferentially kill cancer cells with more fluid membranes because the hydrophobic aa side chains of the CAP may integrate more easily into the lipid core of the membrane thus anchoring the CAP to the cell. Furthermore, once bound, CAPs may more easily aggregate and destabilize membranes with higher membrane fluidity, thus enhancing CAP-mediated cell death. Finally, research suggests that the presence of a negative transmembrane potential enhances cell killing by the CAP magainin (93). Other groups have shown that killing by magainin and its synthetic analogues is dependent on the presence of a polarized membrane (94). Taken together, these findings show that the composition and characteristics of the target cell membrane are crucial for determining whether the cell will be susceptible to CAP-mediated cell killing.

1.4.2 Direct-Acting CAPs

Direct-acting CAPs are defined as CAPs that directly kill target cells by causing membrane damage and cell lysis (61). Many CAPs directly kill cancer cells, including the LfcinB derivative LTX-302 (95), gomesin (56), magainin II, (52), the hybrid CAP P18 (96), TH1-5 (57), and epinecidin-1 (97). Direct-acting CAPs have different toxicity profiles toward both cancer cells and normal cells. Moreover, the concentration required for cytotoxic activity differs depending on the CAP. I will now discuss the anticancer properties of three recently characterized direct-acting CAPs. These CAPs were selected based on the organism(s) from which they were derived, the evidence for a cytolytic mechanism of action, and/or their antitumour properties in vivo.

P18 is an 18 aa hybrid peptide that consists of the amino (N)-terminal region of cecropin A and the carboxy (C)-terminal portion of magainin II, which were isolated from the pupa of the cecropia moth Hyalaphora cecropia (98), and the skin secretions of the African clawed flog Xenopus laevis (99), respectively. P18 has antibacterial properties, but lacks hemolytic activity (100). P18 kills melanoma cells in a dose-
dependent manner that exceeds P18 killing of normal mouse fibroblasts (96). P18 binds to melanoma cells within 2 min and rapidly depolarizes cellular membranes. By 24 h, nearly 100% of P18-treated cells undergo cytolysis (96). Interestingly, despite the damage that P18 causes to the plasma membrane, the nuclear membrane largely remains intact.

Gomesin is an 18 aa CAP isolated from the hemocytes of the tarantula spider *Acanthoscurria gomesiana* (45). Gomesin kills melanoma, breast, colon, and cervical cancer cells within 12 h with IC$_{50}$ values ranging from 1.36-8.13 µM (56). Importantly, gomesin also kills human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), suggesting that modification of the peptide may be necessary to improve its clinical potential. Gomesin binds to the surface of melanoma cells, causing membrane permeabilization within 10 min, which suggests that gomesin rapidly causes direct cell death (56). Importantly, gomesin derivatives composed exclusively of D-aa maintain their anticancer properties (56), suggesting that gomesin-induced membrane damage is not a consequence of chiral-dependent interactions between gomesin monomers and the cell membrane. Interestingly, cancer cell killing by gomesin requires at least one disulfide bond, whereas two disulfide bonds are necessary for enhanced serum stability *in vitro*.

Epinecidin-1 is a 21 aa CAP isolated from the grouper *Epinephelus coioides* (101). Epinecidin-1 kills lung carcinoma, cervical carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, and fibrosarcoma cell lines in a dose-dependent manner (97). Higher doses of epinecidin-1 are also toxic for normal cells, including fibroblasts, kidney cells, and hepatocytes. Epinecidin-1 (2 µg/ml) kills fibrosarcoma and normal kidney cells within 1 h and does not induce DNA fragmentation (97). These findings suggest that epinecidin-1 kills cells by lysis.

Many theories have been proposed to explain how CAPs destabilize cellular membranes. These theories include the barrel-stave, carpet, toroidal pore (two-state), and detergent models (38). To date, most of the data supporting or rejecting these theories has been performed on model membranes. Consequently, mechanisms of membrane disruptions in cancer cells have not been well defined. Nonetheless, these theories help
investigators visualize how CAPs enter eukaryotic cells and/or cause extensive membrane damage that leads to cell death.

The “barrel-stave” model, which was first proposed in 1974, describes a process whereby aggregated peptides form transmembrane pores in the target cell membrane in a manner that resembles staves in a barrel (102). In the barrel-stave model, pore formation is initiated by the recruitment of CAP monomers to the target cell membrane via electrostatic interactions between the basic aa of the CAP and the acidic molecules on the surface of the target cell (Fig. 1.1A). A conformational change in the CAP following its binding to the cell surface leads to the exposure of hydrophobic aa side chains, which subsequently insert into the lipid core of the plasma membrane securing the CAP in place. Over time, CAP monomers aggregate and penetrate deeper into the lipid core of the membrane until a transmembrane pore is formed. The length and secondary structure of the CAP are instrumental in determining whether the CAP can damage cell membranes by this mechanism because the CAP must be long enough to span the membrane of the target cell. A minimal length of ~20 and ~8 aa is required for membrane spanning by α-helical and β-sheet CAPs, respectively (38). Therefore, shorter direct-acting CAPs cannot damage cell membranes by the barrel-stave model. Alamethicin is a 22 aa non-cationic peptide that is predicted to form transmembrane pores, as described by the barrel-stave model (103). Pores formed by alamethicin are ~1 nm in diameter (104) and are composed of ~11 molecules (103).

As the name suggests, the “carpet” model describes a mechanism by which CAPs bind to the target cell in a parallel manner covering the membrane of the target cell like a carpet (Fig. 1.1B). As with the barrel-stave model, CAP monomers bind to the surface of the target cell by electrostatic interactions. CAP binding causes the displacement of phospholipids, leading to membrane thinning and curvature stress, which is predicted to cause the formation of transient pores (37). The formation of transient pores could explain how certain CAPs gain access to the cytosol in the absence of any significant membrane damage. Alternatively, membrane disruption may occur when a threshold concentration of peptide is reached. In this regard, excessive CAP binding and phospholipid dislocation may cause cell lysis as a consequence of the inability of the cell
Figure 1.1. Models of CAP-mediated membrane disruption. (A) The barrel-stave model suggests that membrane damage is initiated by CAP binding to the surface of the target cell via electrostatic interactions. Following peptide binding, the hydrophobic aa side chains insert into the lipid core of the plasma membrane. CAP monomers then aggregate and insert deeper into the membrane, causing the formation of transmembrane pores composed solely of CAP molecules. (B) In the carpet model, CAP monomers cover the surface of the target cell like a carpet, which results in significant phospholipid displacement. Upon reaching a threshold concentration, transient pores lined with CAPs are formed. (C) The toroidal pore model suggests that membrane damage occurs as described by the barrel-stave model, except that the resulting torus shaped pore is composed of CAP and lipid molecules. (D) Like the other models, the detergent model proposes that membrane damage is initiated by peptide binding; however, CAP binding results in membrane miscellization rather than the formation of discrete pores. Adapted from Hilchie and Hoskin, 2010.
to withstand the internal osmotic pressure of the cell. Early studies suggested that low concentrations of magainin I function as described by the carpet model, whereas higher concentrations lead to membrane lysis as described by the barrel-stave model (105).

Recently, magainin II was reported to cause cell lysis by the “toroidal pore” or “two-state” model, which combines elements of the carpet model and the barrel stave model (104). In this regard, CAP monomers bind to the surface of the target cell in a parallel manner via electrostatic interactions (Fig. 1.1C). This state is referred to as the “S” state, and is a functionally inactive state. CAP monomers continue to bind to the membrane, causing membrane thinning that is directly proportional to the concentration of membrane-bound CAPs (104). As peptide binding reaches a threshold level, transient pores may be formed (106). In this regard, CAP monomers may gain access to the cytosol in the absence of significant membrane damage as described by the carpet model. When the transient pores close, CAP monomers reabsorb in the head group region of the phospholipid bilayer; however, the CAP molecules may surface on either side of the membrane. In this instance, CAPs may gain access to the cytosol without causing significant membrane damage. When the threshold concentration is reached, CAP monomers reorient themselves such that they become perpendicular to the lipid bilayer (104). This state is referred to as the “I” state. During the “I” state, a torus-shaped pore is formed through the lipid bilayer, which is composed of CAP and lipid molecules. The lipid molecules stabilize the pore by reducing the electrostatic repulsion forces between highly basic CAPs. Toroidal pores are predicted to contain ~4-7 monomers (106) and have a diameter of ~3 nm (104), which is large enough for the passage of small ions and molecules (106).

Finally, the detergent model predicts that membrane damage is initiated by peptide binding to the membrane of the target cell via electrostatic interactions as described above (Fig. 1.1D); instead of forming pores through the membrane, the detergent model predicts that peptide binding leads to the formation of micelle-like structures composed of CAPs and lipid molecules, which are then released from the cell. It is noteworthy that there is currently insufficient evidence to conclude that any CAP causes cell lysis by this mechanism (37).
1.4.3 Indirect-Acting CAPs

Certain CAPs kill cancer cells indirectly. For the purpose of this investigation, indirect cell killing is defined as cell death that is characterized by the induction of apoptosis, inhibition of macromolecular synthesis, and/or alterations in signal transduction pathways. CAPs that are thought to kill cancer cells by an indirect mechanism include LfcinB (55, 107), BMAP-27 and -28 (108), the gaegurin 6-derivative PTP7 (71), pentadactylin (54) and brevinin-2R (64). It is worth noting that the actions of direct- and indirect-acting CAPs are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, BMAP-27 and -28 induce DNA laddering in lymphoma cells, indicating the induction of apoptosis; however, both peptides also cause lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)-release in lymphoma cells, indicating significant membrane damage (108). Therefore, BMAP-27 and -28 have both direct and indirect anticancer properties. These results suggest that certain direct-acting CAPs may also possess indirect properties that have yet to be elucidated. Alternatively, CAPs may kill different cell types by different mechanisms of action. The mechanism(s) of action of four indirect-acting CAPs will now be discussed. These CAPs were selected based on their mechanism(s) of action, as well as evidence that supports indirect anticancer properties.

Perhaps the best studied example of an indirect-acting CAP is LfcinB, which is a 25 aa CAP derived from the acid-pepsin hydrolysis of bovine lactoferrin from cow’s milk (109). Our research group showed that LfcinB is cytotoxic for leukemia, lymphoma, breast, colon and ovarian carcinoma cell lines (55). Importantly, LfcinB did not kill endothelial cells, fibroblasts, or resting or activated T cells. LfcinB induces caspase-2, -3, and -9-dependent and caspase-8-independent apoptosis in leukemia cells. These findings suggest that LfcinB induces mitochondrial-dependent apoptosis. The same study showed that LfcinB causes changes in the mitochondrial membrane electrochemical gradient (ΔΨ) by a mechanism that is dependent on the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), as well as caspase-2 activation. Our research group subsequently showed that LfcinB-induced apoptosis involves damage to the plasma membrane, which is followed by mitochondrial membrane damage (107). Importantly, damage to the plasma membrane precedes DNA fragmentation. These findings suggest that LfcinB causes sufficient membrane damage to allow LfcinB monomers to enter the cell, thereby allowing LfcinB
to target mitochondria and cause mitochondrial-dependent apoptosis. LfcinB also targets the plasma membrane and mitochondria of neuroblastoma cells (53). Interestingly, whereas LfcinB induces apoptosis in leukemia cells, as evidenced by DNA laddering (55), LfcinB kills neuroblastoma and fibrosarcoma cells by cell lysis (53, 110). These results suggest that the mechanism of action of LfcinB differs depending on the cell type.

Arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) is an integrin binding motif used by many adhesion molecules, including fibronectin and collagen (111, 112). Tachyplesin is a 17 aa CAP isolated from the horseshoe crab Tachypleus tridentatus (113). RGD was conjugated to tachyplesin to form RGD-tachyplesin, which induces mitochondrial-dependent and mitochondrial-independent apoptosis in prostate cancer, melanoma, and endothelial cells (114). It is noteworthy that the importance of either pathway was not evaluated by the addition of specific caspase inhibitors. Interestingly, the anticancer properties of RGD-tachyplesin are dependent on the sequence of the peptide, because scrambled RGD-tachyplesin is not toxic for cancer or endothelial cells. These findings suggest that the structure of the peptide is vital for its anticancer properties.

Pentadactylin, which is a 25 aa CAP isolated from the South American bullfrog Leptodactylus pentadactylus, possesses antimicrobial properties against Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria without causing hemolysis (115). Pentadactylin is cytotoxic for melanoma cells, and to a lesser extent, normal fibroblasts (54). Pentadactylin damaged the plasma and mitochondrial membrane in 17% and 10% of melanoma cells, respectively, at the IC_{75}. Furthermore, 29% of melanoma cells exhibited fragmented DNA. Cell cycle analysis showed a block at the S phase in pentactylin-treated melanoma cells (54). Although the mechanism of pentadactylin-induced cell death was not fully elucidated, these data suggest that pentadactylin may kill cancer cells by both a direct and indirect mechanism.

Brevinin-2R, which is a 25 aa CAP isolated from the skin of the marsh frog Rana ridibunda, kills leukemia, lymphoma, colon carcinoma, fibrosarcoma, breast adenocarcinoma, and lung carcinoma cells to a greater extent than peripheral blood mononuclear cells, T cells, or fibroblasts (64). Brevinin-2R-induced cell death is sequence specific because scrambled brevinin-2R is not toxic for cancer cells. Brevinin-
2R-induced cell death involves ROS generation and ΔΨₘ, which are not a consequence of any direct interaction between brevinin-2R and the mitochondria. Furthermore, brevinin-2R-induced cell death is not associated with the release of cytochrome c or apoptosis inducing factor (AIF). Cell death is decreased when the anti-apoptotic protein B cell lymphoma-2 (Bcl-2) is overexpressed or the proapoptotic protein Bcl-2 and 19-kilodalton interacting protein-3 (BNIP3) is inhibited; however, brevinin-2R does not cause caspase activation. Brevinin-2R localizes to early and late endosomes, permeabilizes lysosomes, and induces the formation of autophagosomes. These findings suggest that brevinin-2R-induced cell death occurs by the lysosomal-mitochondrial death pathway and involves autophagy.

It should also be noted that while many of these CAPs have cytotoxic effects on cancer cells, certain CAPs also possess other activities that may influence their use as anticancer agents. For example, in addition to its cytotoxic properties, LfcinB inhibits basic fibroblast growth factor- and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-induced angiogenesis (116). The antiangiogenic properties of LfcinB are lost when the aa sequence of LfcinB is scrambled (116). These findings show that certain CAPs possess several additional properties that may impact on their clinical potential as novel anticancer agents.

1.4.4 In Vivo Studies

Many naturally-occurring CAPs and their derivatives exhibit anticancer properties in vivo. For example, studies conducted by our research group show that linear LfcinB kills lymphoma cells by an indirect mechanism and is able to extend the long-term survival of mice bearing disseminated B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, as well as prevent weight loss in comparison to vehicle-treated mice (117). Another research group established that LfcinB inhibits lung metastasis of melanoma cells, as well as liver and spleen metastasis of lymphoma cells (118). Other studies show that 3 intratumoral injections (d 1-3) of cyclic LfcinB inhibits the growth of fibrosarcoma tumours, but not melanoma or colon tumours, in wild-type mice (110). Interestingly, linear LfcinB, cyclic murine lactoferricin (LfcinM), and linear LfcinM do not prevent the growth of fibrosarcoma, melanoma, or colon tumours in vivo (110). The same group later showed
that 1 mg LfcinB inhibits the growth of established neuroblastoma tumours grown as xenografts in immune-deficient rats after only 3 injections on d 1-3 (53). LfcinB also kills neuroblastoma cells by a direct mechanism. Together, these findings suggest that LfcinB has potential as a novel anticancer agent for the treatment of lymphoma, melanoma and neuroblastoma. However, LfcinB-induced cell killing is reduced by the presence of serum (119), which currently limits its clinical usefulness.

Magainin II is a direct-acting α-helical CAP that kills a variety of cancer cells, including lung and bladder cancer cells (52, 120, 121). Derivatives of magainin also kill lung and stomach cancer cells, as well as melanoma, lymphoma and leukemia cells *in vitro* (70, 121-123). MSI-511 is a magainin derivative in which all L-aa are replaced with D-aa. MSI-511 has potent antitumour properties in a mouse model of human melanoma (123). In this study, melanoma tumours grown as xenografts in nude mice were injected at the base of the tumour with 2.5 mg MSI-511 once tumours reached 75 mm³. In contrast to tumours treated with control peptide, MSI-511-treated tumours disappeared in 6 out of 9 mice after only 1 injection. The remaining 3 tumour-bearing mice were reinjected with MSI-511; one of these tumours completely disappeared after a total of 3 injections, whereas the other tumours did not resolve. Tumours from “cured” mice did not reappear within the 90 d observation period. MSI-511 caused tumour ulceration that healed within 3 wk with minimal scarring. In order to test whether this phenomenon was tumour specific, human newborn foreskins grafted onto severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice were injected with equal concentrations of MSI-511 (123). In this capacity, MSI-511-treated grafts showed demarcated areas of eschar (piece of dead tissue cast off from the surface of skin) within 24 h, which were completely healed within 25 d. Another study showed that all-D magainin significantly increases the life span of mice harbouring leukemia, sarcoma or ovarian ascites (121). However, it should be noted that these animals were treated the day after tumour cells were injected into the peritoneal cavity. Together, these results suggest that the magainin peptidomimetic composed solely of D-aa holds considerable potential for the treatment of cancers.

As discussed earlier, gomesin is a direct-acting CAP that kills many cancer cell lines, as well as endothelial cells *in vitro* (45). This study was also the first *in vivo* study to administer CAPs topically using cream as a delivery system. Topical applications of
gomesin significantly delay the growth of melanoma tumours grown in the hind flanks of syngenic mice (45). Moreover, repeated applications of gomesin do not cause any adverse effects. These findings suggest that gomesin, and perhaps other CAPs, can be used as topical agents for the treatment of melanoma.

LTX-302, which is a highly selective 9 aa direct-acting CAP derived from LfcinB, inhibits the growth of A20 (lymphoma) tumours grown as xenografts in immune-deficient mice (95). Interestingly, LTX-302 caused complete tumour regression in 5 out of 8 wild-type mice that was characterized by tumour necrosis and leukocyte infiltration. Moreover, “cured” mice were protected against rechallenge with A20 cells, but not other cancer cell types. Furthermore, tumour-resistance could be adoptively transferred to recipient mice by injecting them with T cells from “cured” donor mice prior to being challenged with A20 cells (95). This study was the first to show that CAPs can generate a tumour-specific immune response. Together these studies show that certain CAPs hold considerable potential as novel therapeutic agents for the treatment of cancers.

1.4.5 Limitations as Therapeutic Agents

Despite many advances, the use of CAPs as anticancer agents remains limited by several disadvantages, including the cost of production. Although the cost to produce CAPs continues to decline (67), research grade CAPs still cost ~$50 per aa for ~100 mg at >95% purity. Several research groups have attempted to deal with this issue by producing CAPs using recombinant expression methods (124). Others are attempting to deal with this problem by identifying shorter derivatives of native CAPs with equal potency in vitro and in vivo (95, 125).

Although many CAPs kill cancer cells to a greater extent than normal cells, most CAPs are toxic to certain types of normal cells. Furthermore, many CAPs exhibit reduced toxicity in the presence of serum (119, 126, 127), which is often attributed to peptide degradation by proteases. Trypsin cleaves the peptide bond on the C-terminal side of lysine and arginine residues, and chymotrypsin cleaves the peptide bond on the C-terminal side of bulky hydrophobic residues, such as tryptophan (128). Therefore, CAPs are highly susceptible to proteolytic degradation, which would limit their half-life in vivo. Many researchers have investigated novel ways to modify CAPs to enhance their
selectivity for cancer cells and decrease their susceptibility to protease degradation (125, 129-131). These modification strategies will be discussed in detail in section 1.5.

There is often concern that CAPs will be immunogenic in vivo; however, melittin is the only CAP with documented immunogenic properties (132). Certain CAPs have been shown to modulate immune cell function (42, 133, 134), which may influence the antitumour properties of the CAP in vivo. Other reports show that certain CAPs initiate an antitumour immune response (95), which may be a consequence of the CAP lysing cancer cells, thereby generating the “danger” signal that is required to initiate an effective antitumour immune response. These findings highlight the need to thoroughly evaluate the biological properties of the CAP before it can be considered for use in a clinical setting.

1.5 CAP Modification Strategies

Many investigators have attempted to improve the clinical potential of CAPs for use as novel antimicrobial agents by designing peptidomimetics with similar biological properties to the existing CAP. Peptidomimetics are peptide-like molecules that can be created by modifying an existing peptide, or by engineering a molecule that mimics the existing CAP. These modification strategies are typically aimed at improving the stability of the peptide by reducing its susceptibility to protease-mediated degradation (131). In contrast, the aa sequence of the CAP is often modified to improve the selectivity of the CAP for cancer cells (130). While there has been some success in this field, the science of modifying CAPs to enhance their anticancer properties is still in its infancy. A few examples of each modification strategy will be discussed herein to highlight the different mechanisms by which CAPs can be modified to improve their potential as anticancer agents.

1.5.1 Improving the Anticancer Properties and/or Cancer Cell Selectivity of CAPs

Amino acid substitutions can influence the anticancer properties of the CAP, as well as the selectivity of the CAP for cancer cells. As discussed in section 1.4, cationic and hydrophobic aa are both necessary for the anticancer properties of CAPs. Therefore, it seems intuitive that greater anticancer effects will result from an increase in the positive
charge and/or hydrophobicity of the native CAP. To date, only one study evaluated how changes in the charge and hydrophobicity of a CAP influences its anticancer properties. This study was performed on the N-terminal helical region of lactoferrin that corresponds to aa positions 17-41 (135). Helical wheel diagrams of the native CAP suggest that the positively charged aa are clustered into two spatially separated sections, termed the major and minor sectors, which consist of 4 and 2 cationic aa, respectively. Moving the 2 cationic aa from the minor sector to the major sector results in increased cancer cell killing but a loss in cancer cell selectivity, suggesting that the presence of a minor sector may improve cancer cell selectivity. This study also evaluated whether cancer cell killing could be increased by adding a charge of +2 to the major sector, thereby increasing the net charge from +6 to +8. The potency of the modified CAP was reduced in comparison to the unmodified CAP; however, both were selective for cancer cells. The loss in potency was likely due to the loss of two bulky tryptophan aa, which are essential for the anticancer properties of certain CAPs (136). This hypothesis is supported by findings from Strom et al, who reported that the antibacterial properties of a 15 aa LfcinB derivative is abolished when either tryptophan residue is replaced with alanine (137). Other aa may also be essential for CAP-induced cytotoxicity. For example, bulky aa side chains may protect the peptide backbone from protease degradation. Proline and glycine are helix-breaking aa, which in some cases are required for the antibacterial and/or hemolytic properties of certain CAPs (138, 139). These aa may also be required for the anticancer properties of certain CAPs. Furthermore, the secondary structure can be manipulated by changing the aa sequence of the peptide. In the event that the anticancer properties of certain CAPs is mediated by CAP binding to a receptor (64, 114), manipulating the aa sequence could interfere with receptor binding and thereby eliminate the anticancer properties of the CAP. Together, these findings suggest that while the anticancer potential of CAPs can conceivably be enhanced by modifying their aa sequence, it may not be the most effective strategy.

Another strategy used to enhance CAP selectivity for cancer cells involves coupling a cancer cell-targeting sequence to the CAP of interest. Targeting sequences that selectively recognize cancer cells can be identified using phage-display libraries. The sequence leucine-threonine-valine-serine-proline-tryptophan-tyrosine (LTVSPWY) was
identified by this method and has been shown to selectively deliver antisense oligonucleotides to breast cancer cells (140). However, studies conducted in our laboratory suggest that coupling LTVSPWY to a LfcinB derivative does not result in selective breast cancer cell killing (Vale and Hoskin, unpublished data). Bomesin is a 14 aa tumour homing peptide that binds receptors that are overexpressed on many types of cancer cells (141-143). Recently, magainin II was conjugated to bomesin to increase the peptide's anticancer properties (130); the IC₅₀ of the modified CAP was 10-fold lower than magainin II. Furthermore, the IC₅₀ of the modified peptide for cancer cells was 6-10 times lower than the IC₅₀ for normal cells, suggesting that the increase in potency of the modified CAP was not at the expense of cancer cell selectivity. The integrin-binding motif RGD also enhances the potency of certain peptides (114, 144). Other researchers established that CAPs conjugated to a 15 aa segment of the β-chain of human chorionic gonadotropin possess in vitro and in vivo anticancer properties (90, 145). The targeted peptides also possess the ability to destroy tumour metastases in lymph nodes, bones, and other organs (145). Importantly, organs from peptide-treated mice were normal except for the ovaries, which contained involuted ovarian follicles and no recently formed corpora lutea (145). Although these data show promising results, they are dependent on the expression of the receptor that is recognized by the targeting sequences. As a result, it may be easier for cancer cells to develop resistance to the peptide. The cost to produce the modified peptide would also increase as a consequence of adding the targeting sequence. Furthermore, it is imperative that the targeting sequence is accessible to its receptor in an aqueous environment. Moreover, the targeting sequence should not obstruct the membrane active portion of the CAP, or the anticancer properties will be lost. Therefore, an understanding of the secondary structure of the modified CAP would help predict whether the modified peptide will be more or less potent than the existing CAP.

For some time we have known that the solid tumour microenvironment is more acidic than that of normal tissues. Tumour acidity is a consequence of lactic acid buildup, inadequate washout of acidic products, and a lack of adequate vascularization (146-148). An elegant study by Yechiel Shai’s group modified the CAP [D]-K₆L₉ by replacing lysine residues (pKa ~10.5) with histidine residues (pKa ~6.1) (131). The authors predicted that
the modified CAPs, called [D]-K₃H₃L₉ and [D]-H₆L₉, would become protonated, and therefore activated, in acidic environments. Interestingly, only [D]-H₆L₉ showed pH-dependent cytotoxicity in vitro. The authors reported that unlike [D]-K₆L₉, which was toxic when delivered systemically, neither [D]-K₃H₃L₉ nor [D]-H₆L₉ were toxic when administered to mice intravenously. Importantly, both [D]-K₃H₃L₉ and [D]-H₆L₉ reduced the volume of prostate cancer tumors grown as xenografts in immune deficient mice when injected intratumourally or systemically (131). Although similar findings have not been reported with other CAPs, this study suggests that CAP selectivity for solid tumors may be increased by replacing lysine or arginine residues with histidine residues.

1.5.2 Increasing CAP Stability

The potential value of CAPs as therapeutic agents is limited by their susceptibility to proteolytic degradation. For example, trypsin and chymotrypsin recognize basic and hydrophobic aa, respectively (128). One strategy to reduce CAP degradation by proteases involves changing the chirality of the chiral (α)-carbon, thereby eliminating the protease recognition site. Enantiomers are peptide mimics in which all of the naturally-occurring L-aa are replaced with D-aa, whereas diastereomers are peptide mimics that are composed of D-aa in addition to L-aa. Studies show that the antifungal properties of all-D pleurocidin are 2-fold greater than that of all-L pleurocidin (149). Furthermore, the pleurocidin enantiomer is resistant to degradation by trypsin, plasmin, and carboxypeptidase. Other studies show that all-D magainin II is as potent as all-L magainin II against bacteria (150). CAPs with anticancer properties have also been successfully modified by changing the stereochemistry of the peptide. As discussed in section 1.4.4, enantiomers of magainin analogues possess potent in vitro and in vivo anticancer properties (123). Other studies show that diastereomers of magainin II analogues are potent anticancer agents in vitro and in vivo (121). Studies by Papo and colleagues supported this finding by showing that a synthetic diasteromer CAP possesses in vitro and in vivo anticancer properties (74). These findings suggest that replacing only selected L-aa with D-aa may have the same effect as replacing all L-aa with D-aa.
CAP digestion can also be eliminated by creating peptoids. Peptoids are peptidomimetics that are resistant to proteolytic degradation because the aa side chain is positioned on the nitrogen atom rather than the α-carbon (151). Certain peptoids possess antibacterial activities (152, 153), while others possess anticancer properties (151). However, to my knowledge the anticancer properties of CAPs and the peptoid equivalent have never been compared in vitro or in vivo.

Lysine and arginine residues are recognized by trypsin (128). Certain groups have removed trypsin recognition sites by alkylating or acylating lysine residues (154, 155). Other research groups have synthesized peptide mimics with novel unnatural aa that are bulkier and more positively-charged than lysine or arginine (156). These molecules are toxic to bacteria and have longer half lives in vitro. The addition of bulky, highly cationic aa could compensate for a lack of positively charged residues. Similarly, novel aa with bulky hydrophobic side groups could compensate for an inherent lack of hydrophobicity. Therefore, in addition to removing trypsin recognition sites, this modification strategy could also influence the potency of the peptide to cancer cells.

End capping involves chemically modifying the N- and/or C-terminus of the CAP (157). Typically, end capping refers to N-acetylation and/or C-amidation. End capping can also compensate for a lack of hydrophobicity and/or positive charge, respectively, thereby influencing the biological properties of the CAP (158-160). End capping may also protect the CAP from aminopeptidase and/or carboxypeptidase digestion, which are involved in alimentary digestion and could limit the bioavailability of CAPs delivered orally (161). Therefore, in the right context, end capping may be a useful strategy for enhancing CAP stability.

The above modification strategies represent novel ways to enhance the stability of CAPs in vivo, although the success of these modification strategies is dependent on the mechanism of action of the CAP. For example, modifying the stereochemistry of the CAP would be of no value if the CAP killed cancer cells by a chiral-specific mechanism. In contrast, chemically altering specific aa may be sufficient to reduce the susceptibility of the CAP to proteolytic degradation, provided that the altered aa are not needed for
interaction with a specific receptor. Therefore, an understanding of the mechanism of action should precede CAP modification by these methods.

1.6 Objectives and Hypotheses

1.6.1 Objectives 1-3: Identify Pleurocidin-like CAPs with Anticancer Properties

Previous studies conducted by our collaborators identified pleurocidins with antibacterial properties (48). Certain CAPs with antibacterial properties also possess anticancer properties (56, 64, 119). A subset of CAPs with anticancer properties also kill multidrug-resistant cancer cells (71, 72). It is currently not known whether pleurocidins possess anticancer properties. Therefore, the first three objectives of this investigation were to: [1] identify pleurocidins that kill human breast cancer cells; [2] determine whether pleurocidins kill untransformed cells; [3] determine whether pleurocidins kill multidrug-resistant breast cancer cells. These objectives, which test the hypothesis that certain pleurocidins selectively kill human breast cancer cells, including multidrug-resistant breast cancer cells, are described in Chapter 3.

1.6.2 Objective 4: Identify Pleurocidins with Chemosensitizing Properties

Cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents with independent mechanisms of action are often combined to enhance the clinical response in patients with breast cancer (162). Furthermore, certain CAPs with anticancer properties enhance cancer cell killing by traditional cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents (69, 70). Thus, the fourth objective of this investigation was to determine whether sublethal concentrations of pleurocidins are able to enhance breast cancer cell killing by a conventional cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agent. The aim was to test the hypothesis that sublethal levels of pleurocidins enhance breast cancer cell killing by other cytotoxic drugs. This objective is described in Chapter 3.

1.6.3 Objective 5: Determine the Mechanism of Action of Pleurocidins

CAPs with anticancer properties kill cancer cells by a direct or indirect mechanism (61). Many α-helical CAPs directly lyse cancer cells (52, 95, 96). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies conducted by others suggest that NRC-03 and NRC-07 adopt α-helical conformations in membrane-mimicking environments (Syvitski, R., personal communication). Therefore, the fifth objective of this investigation was to
determine the mechanism of action of pleurocidins, in order to test the hypothesis that pleurocidins are direct-acting CAPs that kill breast cancer cells by a mechanism that involves peptide binding, pore formation, and extensive membrane damage that is followed by cell lysis. This objective is described in Chapter 3.

1.6.4 Objective 6: Determine the Antitumour Properties of Pleurocidins

Several studies show that CAPs possess antitumour properties in vivo (53, 56, 95, 114, 118, 145, 163). However, the majority of these experiments involve treating the tumour-bearing animal during the earliest stages of tumour growth. Thus, the sixth objective of this experiment was to determine the antitumour properties of pleurocidins in xenograft models of human breast cancer. These studies were designed to test the hypothesis that pleurocidins inhibit the growth of established tumours grown as xenografts in immune-deficient mice and are also described in Chapter 3.

1.6.5 Objectives 7-10: Identify Pleurocidin Derivatives with Enhanced Stability

CAPs are limited by their sensitivity to proteolytic degradation (37, 38, 61). Many research groups have successfully modified CAPs by creating enantiomers or diastereomers (74, 121, 123, 149). Therefore, my next four objectives were to: [7] determine whether pleurocidins are susceptible to protease degradation; [8] create an all-D form of the most potent pleurocidin and test whether it is selectively cytotoxic for breast cancer cells, including multidrug-resistant breast cancer cells; [9] determine whether the modified pleurocidin kills breast cancer cells by the same mechanism as the existing pleurocidin; [10] determine whether the modified pleurocidin possesses antitumour properties in vivo. These objectives, which test the hypothesis that enantiomeric pleurocidins are as potent in terms of anticancer properties as unmodified pleurocidins in vitro and in vivo, are described in Chapter 4.

1.6.6 Objective 11-13: Determine Whether Cancer Cells Can Become Resistant to Direct-acting CAPs

Many researchers predict that direct-acting CAPs will have many advantages over traditional cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents owing to their unique mechanism of action (37, 38, 61, 67). In contrast to normal cells, cancer cell membranes carry a net negative
charge due to the increased expression of several different negatively charged surface molecules (77, 81-83). Researchers speculate that certain CAPs will have fewer side effects than cytotoxic chemotherapy because CAPs preferentially kill cancer cells based on the net negative charge of the outer membrane leaflet (37, 38, 61, 67). CAPs are also predicted to kill slow growing cancers because they do not kill cells based on their rate of proliferation (37, 61). Moreover, CAPs are also predicted to kill multidrug-resistant cancer cells because they do not require access to the inside of the cell (37, 61).

Furthermore, most researchers agree that resistance to direct-acting CAPs is unlikely because the cancer cell would likely have to substantially alter the composition of its entire membrane. In fact, to date cancer cell resistance to direct-acting CAPs has never been reported. Therefore, the last three objectives of this investigation were to: [11] generate breast cancer cells that are resistant to pleurocids; [12] evaluate mechanism(s) of cancer cell resistance to direct-acting CAPs; [13] determine whether pleurocidin-resistant cells are also resistant to other cytotoxic drugs. The aim of these studies was to test the hypothesis that breast cancer cells cannot become resistant to direct-acting CAPs. These objectives are described in Chapter 5. Collectively, the results from these studies would determine the clinical potential of pleurocidin-like CAPs with anticancer properties.
CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Cell Culture

MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells were a kind gift from Dr. S. Drover (Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John’s, NL, Canada). MDA-MB-468 and T47D human breast cancer cells were generously provided by Dr. P. Lee and Dr. J. Blay, respectively (Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS, Canada). SKBR3 cells were kindly provided by Dr. G. Dellaire (Dalhousie University). MCF7 and paclitaxel-resistant MCF7 (MCF7-TX400) breast cancer cells were a kind gift from Dr. K. Goralski (Dalhousie University). HEY, OCC-1, OVCA-429 and SKOV-3 ovarian cancer cells were generously provided by Dr. M. Nachtigal (Dalhousie University). Dr. C. MacCormick (Dalhousie University) kindly provided L cells (parental immortalized cells), gro2C cells (L cells lacking HSPs) and sog9 cells (HSP and CSP deficient) (164, 165). Cells were maintained at 37°C in a 10% CO2 humidified atmosphere in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich Canada, Oakville, ON) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 5 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineneethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), which were all purchased from Invitrogen (Burlington, ON, Canada). This medium will hereafter be referred to as complete DMEM. Stock flasks were passaged as required to maintain optimal cell growth. Cells were routinely tested for mycoplasma contamination using the MycoAlert® mycoplasma detection kit (Lonza Walkersville Inc., Walkersville, MD).

Dr. D. Waisman kindly provided 4T1 mouse breast cancer cells (Dalhousie University). U266 and KMS11 human multiple myeloma cells were a generous gift from Dr. A. Reiman (Saint John Regional Hospital, St. John, NB, Canada). Jurkat T leukemia cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). These cells were maintained at 37°C in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI)-1640 medium supplemented with 5% heat-inactivated FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine and 5 mM HEPES,
hereafter referred to as complete RPMI. Stock flasks were passaged as required to maintain optimal growth and were routinely tested for mycoplasma contamination.

Human red blood cells (RBCs) collected from healthy volunteers were generously provided by Dr. J. Marshall. HUVECs, human mammary epithelial cells (HMECs) and adult human dermal fibroblasts (HDFs) were purchased from Lonza Walkersville Inc. and were maintained at 5% CO₂ in Clonetics® endothelial cell growth medium (EGM)-2, mammary epithelial cell growth medium (MEGM), and fibroblast growth medium (FGM)-2, respectively, which were also purchased from Lonza. Normal cell cultures were maintained at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ humidified atmosphere for no more than 6 passages.

2.2 Peptides

NRC-13 (aa sequence: GWRTLKKAEVKTVGKLALKHYL-NH₂), NRC-16 (aa sequence: GWKKWLRKGAKHLGQAIAK-NH₂), NRC-03₁₀₉mer (aa sequence: GRRKRKWLRR(NH₂), biotinylated (biotin)-NRC-03, and biotin-NRC-07 were synthesized by Dalton Pharma Services (Toronto, ON, Canada). NRC-03 (aa sequence: GRRKRKWLRRIGKGVKIIGGAALDHL-NH₂) and NRC-07 (aa sequence: RWGKWFKKATHVGKLVHGAALTAYL-NH₂) were synthesized by Dalton Pharma Services and American Peptide Company (Sunnyvale, CA). [D]-NRC-03 (aa sequence: D[GRRKRKWLRRIGKGVKIIGGAALDHL]-NH₂) was purchased from American Peptide Company. Peptide stocks (500 µM) were prepared in serum free (sf)DMEM unless otherwise indicated, and stored at -80°C until required. All experiments using peptides were conducted in medium containing 2.5% FBS unless otherwise indicated.

2.3 Reagents

Cisplatin, tamoxifen and docetaxel were kindly provided by Dr. C. Giacomantonio (Dalhousie University). TO-PRO®-3 iodide was generously provided by Dr. P. Lee, and Coomassie Blue stain (R-250) was kindly provided by Dr. C. MacCormick (Dalhousie University). Reduced GSH, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), human serum (HS), mouse serum (MS), poly-L-lysine, bovine serum albumin (BSA), phosphate buffered saline (PBS), dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), propidium iodide (PI), triethylammonium bicarbonate buffer (TEAB), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), trypan blue solution (0.4%), crystal violet, phosphatase assay substrate, flunarizine (FLZ), paclitaxel, leupeptin hemisulfate salt, sodium orthovanadate (NaVO₄), pepstatin A, aprotinin (from bovine lung), phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), dithiothreitol (DTT), sodium fluoride (NaF), Nonidet™ P 40, disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na₂HPO₄), heparan sulfate (HeS) sodium salt, chondroitin sulfate (CS) sodium salt, phenylarsine oxide and sodium deoxycholate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada). Cytotox 96® non-radioactive cytotoxicity assay (LDH-release assay) kit and sequencing grade trypsin and chymotrypsin were from Promega (Madison, WI). Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) matrix solution was purchased from Agilent Technologies (Palo Alto, CA). Streptavidin-conjugated Texas Red was purchased from Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories (West Grove, PA). Avidin-conjugated horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA). Boc-D-FMK was from EMD Biosciences (San Diego, CA). Concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl), concentrated sodium hydroxide (NaOH), concentrated sulphuric acid (H₂SO₄), and methanol were from Fisher Scientific (Ottawa, ON, Canada). Glacial acetic acid was from VWR (Mississauga, ON, Canada). O-sialoglycoprotein endopeptidase (OSGE) was purchased from Cedarlane Laboratories (Hornby, ON, Canada). Dihydroethidium (DHE), 3,3’-dihexyloxacarbocyanine iodide (DiOC₆) and Alexa Fluor® 488 phalloidin were from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). Osmium tetroxide (OsO₄), glutaraldehyde, sodium carbonate (Na₂CO₃), sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO₃), and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) were purchased from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA). Gibco® trypsin (0.25% with EDTA) was from Invitrogen. Paraformaldehyde (PFA), acrylamide, glycine, tricine, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-N,N',N",N"'-tetraacetic acid (EGTA), sucrose, sodium chloride (NaCl), Tris-Base, tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED), Tween-20, and ammonium persulfate (APS) were from Bioshop® Canada Inc. (Burlington, ON, Canada). Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) was from Invitrogen (Burlington, ON). TMB substrate solution (1×) was from eBioscience Inc (San Diego, CA). Tritiated-thymidine (³H-TdR) was purchased from MP Biomedicals (Irving, CA). Rabbit anti-P-glycoprotein (P-gp) was a kind gift from Dr. G.
Dellaire (Dalhousie University). Mouse anti-cytochrome c monoclonal antibody (mAb) was from Upstate Biotechnology (Charlottesville, VA) and mouse anti-mitochondrial heat shock protein (Hsp)-70 mAb was from Affinity BioReagents (Golden, CO). Goat anti-actin mAb, HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG, bovine anti-goat IgG and donkey anti-rabbit IgG were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA).

2.4 Cell Seeding Conditions

In experiments conducted in 96-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates, breast and ovarian cancer cell lines and normal cell cultures were seeded, in quadruplicate, at a density of $2 \times 10^4$ cells per well (100 µl) except 4T1 cells and HUVECs, which were seeded at a density of $1 \times 10^4$ cells per well. Cell seeding numbers were selected on the basis of the proliferative capacity of the cell. In experiments evaluating the chemosensitizing properties of sublethal doses of NRC-03 and NRC-07, MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded, in quadruplicate, at a density of $5 \times 10^3$ cells/well and were treated at 0 h and retreated at 48 h. Cancer cells and normal cell cultures were seeded in complete DMEM and incubated overnight (o/n) at 37°C in a 10% CO$_2$ humidified atmosphere to promote cellular adherence, with the exception of 4T1 cells, which were seeded in complete RPMI and incubated o/n in a 5% CO$_2$ humidified atmosphere to promote cellular adherence. Finally, KMS11, U266 and Jurkat cells were seeded in 96-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates, in quadruplicate, at a density of $5 \times 10^4$ cells per well (100 µl). Cells were seeded in complete RPMI medium and were treated immediately.

SEM experiments were conducted in 24-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates containing sterile coverslips. MDA-MB-231 cells and HDFs were seeded at a density of $2 \times 10^5$ cells per well (1 ml), and were incubated o/n as described above to promote cellular adherence. U266 cells were seeded at a density of $5 \times 10^5$ cells per well (500 µl) in plates containing sterile poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips. Cells were treated after a 2 h incubation at 37°C in a 5% CO$_2$ humidified atmosphere to promote cell adhesion.

Clonogenic assays were conducted in 6-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates, whereas fluorescence-based experiments were conducted in 6-well plates containing sterile coverslips. All adherent cells were seeded at a density of $4 \times 10^5$ cells per well (2
ml) except MCF7-TX400, which were seeded at a density of $8 \times 10^5$ cells per well. In fluorescence-based experiments, U266 cells were seeded at a density of $1 \times 10^6$ cells/well (1 ml) in 6-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates containing sterile poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips. U226 cells were treated following a 2 h incubation to promote cell adhesion as described above. In flow cytometry experiments, all cells were seeded (500 µl) at a density of $1 \times 10^6$ cells/ml. In all experiments, cells were only used when in exponential growth phase and >95% viable by trypan blue exclusion. All plastics were purchased from Sarstedt Inc. (St. Laurent, QC, Canada), except enzyme immunoassay (EIA) plates, which were from Corning Life Sciences (Lowell, MA).

2.5 Animals

Adult (6-7 weeks old) female non-obese diabetic severe combined immunodeficient (NOD SCID) mice were purchased from Charles River Canada (Lasalle, QC, Canada) and were housed in the Carleton Animal Care Facility. Mice were maintained on a diet of sterilized rodent chow and water *ad libitum*. Animal use was approved by the Dalhousie University Committee on Laboratory Animals and was in agreement with the Canadian Council on Animal Care guidelines.

2.6 MTT Assay

Cell viability in response to NRC-03 or NRC-07 treatment was determined using the MTT viability assay (166). Cells seeded in 96-well flat-bottom tissue culture plates as described in section 2.4 were cultured under the indicated conditions for the designated period of time. MTT (100 µg) was added to the cells for the final 2 h. Formazan crystals generated in metabolically active cells were solubilized in DMSO (100 µl) and absorbance (490 nm) was measured using a Bio-Tek microplate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments, Winooski, VT). Percent cytotoxicity, relative to vehicle-treated cells (100% viable) was calculated using the formula $([1-E/C] \times 100)$, where E and C denote the optical density of peptide- and medium-treated cells, respectively.
2.7 Acid Phosphatase Assay

The acid phosphatase assay was used in lieu of the MTT assay to measure the viability of MCF7-TX400 (P-gp-overexpressing) cells and MDA-MB-231 cells exposed to BSA because drug efflux pumps and albumin interfere with the MTT assay (167, 168). Cells seeded in 96-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates as described in section 2.4 were cultured under the indicated conditions for the designated period of time. Cell monolayers were then thoroughly washed with PBS and incubated in 100 µl assay buffer (0.1M sodium acetate, 0.1% [v/v] Triton X-100, 4 mg/ml phosphatase substrate [1 tablet]) for 1.5 h. The reaction was stopped by adding 1M NaOH (10 µl). Absorbance (405 nm) was measured and percent toxicity relative to vehicle-treated cells (100% viable) was calculated as described in section 2.6.

2.8 ³H-TdR-Release Assay

DNA fragmentation was measured in suspension cells as an indicator of cell death (169). Jurkat cells labeled with 5 µCi/ml ³H-TdR for 2 h at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ humidified atmosphere were extensively washed in complete RPMI medium and seeded in 96-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates as described in section 2.4. ³H-TdR-labeled cells cultured under the indicated conditions for the indicated periods of time were harvested onto glass fiber filter paper mats using a multiple sample harvester (Skatron Instruments, Sterling, VA). Radioactivity (counts per minute [CPM]) was quantified by liquid scintillation and percent DNA fragmentation was calculated using the formula ([C<sub>cpm</sub>-E<sub>cpm</sub>/ C<sub>cpm</sub>] x 100), where C and E refer to intact DNA (CPM) from vehicle control- and experimentally-treated cells, respectively.

2.9 Clonogenic Assay

In addition to the acid phosphatase assay, the clonogenic assay was used to compare NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced killing of paclitaxel-resistant MCF7-TX400 cells to parental MCF7 cells. MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells were cultured in 6-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates as described in section 2.4. Cells were cultured under the indicated conditions for 4 h, lifted by mild trypsinization, counted, diluted (40- to 1600-
fold), and replated in fresh 6-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates in complete DMEM.

Cells were maintained at 37°C in a 10% CO₂ humidified atmosphere and were fed every
3 days for 10 d to allow for colony formation. Colonies were washed with PBS, fixed and
stained with crystal violet (0.4% [w/v] in methanol), washed with deionized distilled
water, dried, and counted to determine the number of colony forming units (CFU)
following treatment.

2.10 Hemolysis Assay

RBC lysis in response to NRC-03 or NRC-07 was determined by the hemolysis assay. Human RBCs were collected from healthy volunteers, separated by centrifugation
at 500 × g for 10 min, washed twice with PBS, and cultured in the presence or absence of
the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 or NRC-07 (prepared in PBS) at a final concentration of 5% RBCs [v/v]. Maximum hemolysis was achieved by culturing RBCs
in an equal volume of water. Following an 8 h incubation at 37°C in a 10% CO₂
humidified atmosphere, RBCs were pelleted (1400 × g) and supernatants were collected
for analysis. Absorbance (490 nm) was measured and percent hemolysis was calculated
using the formula \(\left(\left(\frac{E}{S}\right)\left(\frac{M}{S}\right)\right) \times 100\), where E, S and M denote experimental,
spontaneous and maximum hemolysis, respectively.

2.11 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to visualize changes in cell
ultrastructure following peptide exposure. Cells were seeded in 24-well flat-bottom tissue
culture plates containing sterile circular coverslips as described in section 2.4. Cells
cultured under the indicated conditions for the indicated periods of time were washed
with 0.1M sodium cacodylate and fixed with glutaraldehyde (2.5% [v/v] in 0.1M sodium cacodylate) for 2 h. Following extensive washing with sodium cacodylate, cells were
fixed with OsO₄ (1% [w/v] in 0.1M sodium cacodylate) for 30 min, washed again in
0.1M sodium cacodylate, and dehydrated in increasing concentrations of ethanol (50%,
75%, 95%, 100% × 2). Cells were then dried to their critical point using a Polaron E3000
Critical Point Dryer (Quorum Technologies, Guelph, ON, Canada), mounted onto stubs,
and coated with gold using a Polaron SC7620 Mini Sputter Coater (Quorum
Technologies). Samples were viewed on a Hitachi S4700 scanning electron microscope (Hitachi High Technologies, Rexdale, ON, Canada) at the Institute for Research in Materials at approximately 500, 7000, and 40,000 × magnification.

2.12 Peptide Binding Assays

Binding of NRC-03 to breast cancer cells was determined using the peptide binding assay. MDA-MB-231 and HDFs grown on coverslips in 6-well flat-bottom tissue culture plates as described in section 2.4 were cultured under the indicated conditions for 10 min. Cells were fixed with PFA (4% [w/v] in PBS) for 1 h, washed 3 times with PBS, stained with 1 ml Texas Red-conjugated streptavidin (1.54 µg/ml in PBS) for 45 min, washed 3 times with PBS, dried, and mounted on slides with Dako fluorescent mounting medium (Dako Canada, Mississauga, ON, Canada). Cells were visualized under white and ultraviolet (UV) light at 400 × magnification. Fluorescence per cell was quantified using NIS-elements software (Nikon Canada, Mississauga, ON, Canada).

2.13 Solid Phase Heparan Sulfate- or Chondroitin Sulfate-binding Assay

Biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 binding to plastic immobilized heparan sulfate (HeS) or chondroitin sulfate (CS) was determined using a modification of a method described by Silvestri and Sundqvist (170). Briefly, 10 µg/ml (200 µl) HeS or CS in coating buffer (15 mM Na₂CO₃, 35 mM NaHCO₃ [pH 9.2]) was incubated in EIA plates o/n at 4°C. Following extensive washing with PBS, plates were blocked with 200 µl 10% FBS ([v/v] in PBS) for 2 h at 4°C, washed again with PBS, and incubated in the presence or absence of 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 (100 µl) for 2 h at 23°C. Following another round of washing, plates were incubated with avdin-HRP (1:1000 [v/v] in PBS) for 1 h at 23°C, washed extensively with PBS, and incubated with 1× TMB substrate solution (100 µl). The reaction was almost immediately stopped by the addition of 50 µl 0.3 M H₂SO₄. Data is represented as optical density (OD) at 450 nm.

2.14 Confocal Microscopy

Confocal microscopy was used to determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 enter the cytoplasm of breast cancer cells and/or multiple myeloma cells. MDA-MB-231 and
U266 cells seeded in 6-well flat-bottom tissue culture plates containing sterile coverslips as described in section 2.4 were cultured in the presence or absence of biotin-NRC-03 or -NRC-07 for 30 sec. Cells were washed twice with PBS, fixed with 4% PFA for 1 h, washed 3 times with PBS and stained with 500 µl Alexa Fluor® 488 phalloidin (10 units/ml in 0.1% Triton-X 100 [v/v]). Stained cells were washed 3 times with PBS, stained with 1 ml Texas Red-conjugated streptavidin (1.54 µg/ml in PBS) for 45 min, washed 3 times with PBS, dried, and mounted on slides with Dako fluorescent mounting medium. Images (1000 × magnification) were acquired with an LSM-510 META laser scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss Canada Ltd., Toronto, ON, Canada) using the appropriate excitation lasers (Argon 488 and Helium Neon [HeNe] 543 for Alexa Fluor® 488 phalloidin and Texas Red-conjugated streptavidin, respectively).

Confocal microscopy was also used to elucidate whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 enter the nucleus of breast cancer cells. MDA-MB-231 cells seeded in 6-well flat-bottom tissue culture plates containing sterile coverslips as described in section 2.4 were cultured in the presence or absence of biotin-NRC-03 or NRC-07 as described above. Cells were washed with PBS, fixed with 4% PFA for 1 h, washed with PBS, and stained with Texas Red-conjugated streptavidin for 1 h as described above. Stained cells were washed 3 times with PBS and stained with TO-PRO®-3 (1:1000 [v/v] in PBS) for 10 min. Cells were washed twice, dried and mounted on slides with Dako fluorescent mounting medium. Images (1000 × magnification) were acquired with an LSM-510 META laser scanning confocal microscope using the appropriate excitation lasers (HeNe 543 and 633 for Texas Red-conjugated streptavidin and TO-PRO®-3, respectively).

2.15 Measurement of ΔΨ\textsubscript{m} and ROS

ROS generation and ΔΨ\textsubscript{m} were determined by staining cells with DiOC\textsubscript{6} or DHE, respectively. MDA-MB-231 cells seeded in 5 ml tubes as described in section 2.4 were cultured under the indicated conditions for the indicated periods of time. DHE (2.5 µM) or DiOC\textsubscript{6} (40 nM) were added to cells 10 min before analysis on a FACSCalibur™ flow cytometer (BD Biosciences).
2.16 LDH Release Assay

The LDH release assay was used to quantify extensive membrane damage and was conducted as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells plated in 96-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates as described in section 2.4 were cultured under the indicated conditions for the indicated periods of time. Cells were separated by centrifugation (500 × g) and supernatants (50 µl) were transferred to fresh 96-well flat-bottomed tissue culture plates. Complete cytolysis was achieved by 3 freeze/thaw (-80°C/37°C) cycles. Supernatants were incubated with 50 µl substrate solution for 30 min and the reaction was stopped by adding 50 µl stop solution. Absorbance (490 m) was used to calculate percent cytotoxicity using the equation [(E/S)/(M/S)] × 100, where E and S and M denote experimental, spontaneous (vehicle-treated) and maximum LDH release, respectively.

2.17 PI Uptake

PI is a small molecule (MW, 668.4) that is excluded from cells with intact membranes (171). PI uptake was used to assess NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced membrane damage in multiple myeloma cells. U266 cells seeded in 5 ml tubes as described in section 2.4 were cultured in the presence or absence of NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 10 min. PI (10 µg/ml) was added to samples 5 min prior to analysis by flow cytometry.

2.18 Tricine Gel Electrophoresis

To evaluate the effect of FBS, HS and MS on NRC-03 degradation, biotin-NRC-03 was incubated at 37°C under the indicated conditions for 30 min. Samples were diluted in 4× tricine sample buffer (500 nM Tris-HCl [pH 6.8], 48% glycerol [v/v], 16% SDS [w/v], 10% β-mercaptoethanol [v/v] and 0.04% Coomassie Brilliant Blue 6-250 [w/v]), and were boiled for 5 min. Denatured proteins were separated on a 16.5% tricine gel (1M Tris-HCl [pH 8.45], 0.1% SDS [w/v], 10.5% glycerol [v/v], 0.05% APS [w/v], 0.5% TEMED [v/v]) for 4.5 h at 100 volts, transferred to nitrocellulose membranes using the iBlot® dry blotting system, and blocked for 1 h with Tris buffered saline-Tween 20.
(TBST) (0.2 M Tris [pH 7.5], 1.5 M NaCl, 0.2% Tween 20) containing 5% fat free powdered skim milk (w/v). Membranes were incubated o/n in avidin-HRP (1:500 [v/v] in TBST containing 5% powdered skim milk) and were washed 3 times with TBST. Biotin-NRC-03 was visualized using an enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection system (Bio-Rad Laboratories Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada) and pixel intensity was determined using Scion Image Software (Scion Corporation, Frederick, MD) to calculate NRC-03 degradation.

2.19 Mitochondrial Isolation

Mitochondria were isolated from breast cancer cells to determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 interact directly with mitochondria. MDA-MB-231 cells (10 × 10^6) were washed with PBS and incubated in 900 µl ice-cold mitochondrial isolation buffer (0.2 mM EDTA, 0.25 M sucrose, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8) containing protease inhibitors (5 µg/ml leupeptin, 5 µg/ml pepstatin A, 10 µg/ml aprotinin, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM DTT, 100 µM NaVO₄, 10 mM NaF and 10 µM phenylarsine oxide) for 10 min. Cells were homogenized using an ice-cold glass tissue homogenizer and cleared by centrifugation (1000 × g) for 10 min at 4°C. Mitochondria-containing supernatants were collected and the remaining pellet was homogenized and clarified as described above using 400 µl mitochondrial isolation buffer containing protease inhibitors. Mitochondria were collected from the supernatant by centrifugation (12,000 × g) for 10 min at 4°C and were resuspended in 180 µl mitochondrial isolation buffer containing protease inhibitors. Mitochondria (50 µl) were cultured in the presence or absence of the indicated concentration of NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 10 min at which point intact mitochondria were collected by centrifugation at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C. Supernatants were collected (supernatant fraction) and intact mitochondria were lysed by incubating for 15 min on ice in 100 µl lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Na₂HPO₄, 0.25% sodium deoxycholate [w/v], 0.1% Nonidet P-40 [v/v], 5 mM EDTA, and 5 mM EGTA) containing protease inhibitors. Supernatants containing mitochondrial proteins (mitochondria fraction) were separated from mitochondrial debris by centrifugation at 12,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C.
Western blotting was used to compare P-gp expression in paclitaxel-resistant MCF7-TX400 cells to parental MCF7 cells. MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells \(1 \times 10^6\) were washed with PBS and resuspended in 0.1 ml ice-cold lysis buffer for 30 min at 4°C. Cellular proteins were clarified by centrifugation at 10,000 \(\times \) g for 10 min. Western blotting was also used to detect cytochrome c release from NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated mitochondria. Proteins were isolated from supernatants and mitochondrial fractions as described in section 2.19. Protein concentrations were determined by Bradford protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories Ltd.). Samples were diluted in 3\(\times\) SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) sample buffer (200 nM Tris-HCl [pH 6.8], 30% glycerol [v/v], 6% SDS [w/v], 15% β-mercaptoethanol [v/v] and 0.01% bromophenol blue [w/v]) and were boiled for 5 min. Equal amounts of protein (5 µg for cytochrome c and 15 µg for P-gp detection) were separated on a 12 and 7.5% polyacrylamide gel (375 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.8], 0.1% [w/v] SDS, 0.1% APS, 0.15% TEMED) to detect cytochrome c and P-gp, respectively. Proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes as described in section 2.20, and blots were blocked for 1 h in TBST containing 5% powdered skim milk. Membranes were washed 3 times with TBST, incubated o/n with the appropriate primary antibody (1:1000 [v/v] in TBST containing 5% powdered skim milk or BSA for anti-cytochrome c and anti-P-gp, respectively), washed extensively with TBST, probed for 1 h with the appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (1:1000) and washed extensively with TBST. Protein bands were visualized using an ECL detection system. Blots were subsequently stripped and re-probed with anti-mitochondrial Hsp70 or anti-actin (1:1000) to confirm equal protein loading.

Coomassie Blue Staining

BSA was added to NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells to determine whether soluble anionic molecules inhibit NRC-03- or NRC-07-induced cell killing. To verify that BSA was not degraded over time, supernatants were collected from samples cultured in the presence or absence of BSA (2.5% [w/v]) at 0, 4 and 24 h. Supernatants were diluted (1:10 [v/v] in PBS containing freshly added protease inhibitors) and separated on a 12% polyacrylamide gel. Gels were subsequently stained with Coomassie Blue (45% methanol
[v/v], 10% glacial acetic acid [v/v], 0.25% Coomassie® Brilliant Blue [w/v]) for 1 h, destained with destain solution (40% methanol [v/v] and 10% glacial acetic acid [v/v] in water) until background staining was minimal, and scanned. Grayscale images are shown.

2.22 TUNEL Staining

Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (Tdt) deoxyuridine triphosphate (dUTP) nick end labeling (TUNEL) was used to determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 cause DNA fragmentation in cancer cells. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer and U266 multiple myeloma cells seeded in 6-well flat-bottom tissue culture plates containing sterile coverslips as described in section 2.4 were cultured in the presence or absence of NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 30 min. Cells were washed twice with PBS, fixed with 4% PFA for 1 h, washed twice with PBS and incubated, on ice, for 2 min in permeabilization solution (0.1% Triton X-100 [v/v] in 0.1% sodium citrate [w/v]). Permeabilized cells were washed twice with PBS, dried, and stained with TUNEL reaction mixture for 1 h at 37°C in a 10% CO₂ humidified atmosphere. Stained samples were washed 3 times with PBS, dried and mounted on slides using Dako fluorescent mounting medium, and visualized under white and UV light (400 ×).

2.23 Mass Spectrometry

Mass spectrometry was used to confirm that NRC-03 and NRC-07, but not [D]-NRC-03, are susceptible to degradation by trypsin. NRC-03, NRC-07, and [D]-NRC-03 (100 µg) reconstituted in 50 mM TEAB buffer were incubated in the presence or absence of trypsin (2 µg) o/n at 37°C. Samples were divided in two and dried by centrifugation in a vacuum at 23°C. Samples were reconstituted in 50 µl TFA (0.1% [w/v] in water) and diluted in Matrix Solution (1:1). Samples were spotted (500 ng) on a MALDI plate, dried, and analyzed on a MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Waters Corp., Milford, MA) by Mr. Ken Chisholm at the National Research Council of Canada Institute for Marine Biosciences (Halifax, NS).
2.24 Xenograft Model of Breast Cancer

A xenograft model of human breast cancer was used to determine whether NRC-03, NRC-07 or [D]-NRC-03 exhibit anticancer properties \textit{in vivo}. NOD SCID mice were injected subcutaneously with $5 \times 10^6$ MDA-MB-231 cells in the right hind flank. Cells were freshly thawed and confirmed to be free from mycoplasma contamination. No more than 4 mice were injected at once to maintain optimal cell viability and to achieve a high (90%) tumour take. Tumour growth was monitored every other day and tumour volume was determined using the equation $(L \times P^2)/2$, where $L$ and $P$ denote the longest diameter and the diameter perpendicular to the longest diameter, respectively. Tumour-bearing mice were randomized into 3 groups once tumours reached a volume greater than or equal to 120 mm$^3$ (day 1, approximately 35 d after tumour cell implantation). Tumours were injected with 20 µl of the HBSS vehicle control, 25 mg/ml NRC-03 or NRC-07 (500 µg) or 6.25 mg/ml [D]-NRC-03 (125 µg) on days 1, 3, and 5. Tumour-bearing mice were sacrificed 1 wk after the last injection (d 12) or earlier if the animal exhibited signs of distress or tumour ulceration. Sacrificed mice were photographed and tumours were excised, photographed, sectioned, stained with hematoxylin and eosin and visualized under brightfield microscopy (40 × magnification).

2.25 Statistical Analysis

All data were analyzed by the Student's \textit{t}-test, the Bonferroni multiple comparison test and the one way analysis of variance (ANOVA), as appropriate, using InStat version 3.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). Differences were considered statistically significant when $p < 0.05$. 
CHAPTER 3

NRC-03 AND NRC-07 ARE DIRECT-ACTING CAPS THAT INHIBIT THE GROWTH OF BREAST CANCER XENOGRAFTS

3.1 NRC-03 and NRC-07 Kill Breast Cancer Cells and HMECs, but are not Cytotoxic to Other Normal Cell Types.

Traditional chemotherapeutic drugs that are currently on the market kill rapidly dividing cancer cells. These drugs fail to kill indolent or slow-growing cancer cells and are limited by their toxicities toward rapidly dividing normal cells (29, 30, 61). To this end, research has focused on developing novel anticancer agents with the capacity to kill cancer cells without causing undue harm to normal tissues. In this capacity, CAPs represent a promising alternative to traditional cytotoxic chemotherapy as they kill cancer cells on the basis of charge rather than the rate of growth of the target cell (37, 38). The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether pleurocidins possess anticancer properties, and to determine the clinical potential of those identified as promising anticancer agents both in vitro and in vivo. In 2003, a panel of novel pleurocidins isolated from various Atlantic flatfish species was identified (48). Based on the net charge and length of the peptide, I chose to investigate 5 pleurocidins as potential anticancer agents: NRC-03, NRC-07, NRC-03₁₀mer, NRC-13, and NRC-16. LDH-release assays demonstrated that NRC-03 and NRC-07, but not NRC-13, NRC-16, or NRC-03₁₀mers killed human breast cancer cell lines at 50 µM by 24 h (Fig. 3.1A). NRC-03 killed 58 ± 7%, 63 ± 13% and 98 ± 19% MDA-MB-231, T47D and MCF7 human breast cancer cells, respectively, whereas NRC-07 killed 45 ± 2%, 57 ± 14% and 98 ± 19, respectively.

Figure 3.1B and 3.1C depict MTT assay results showing that NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed T47D, MCF7, MDA-MB-468, MDA-MB-231 and SKBR3 human breast cancer cells, as well as 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma cells in a dose-dependent manner (p < 0.005). Interestingly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 were nearly equally cytotoxic to all breast cancer cells, with the exception of MDA-MB-468 and 4T1 at 5 and 10 µM. MCF7, SKBR3, MDA-MB-468 and 4T1 cells were most susceptible to 50 µM NRC-03 (73 ± 1%, 75 ± 3%, 86 ± 7% and 94 ± 1% cytotoxicity, respectively) and NRC-07 (73 ± 4%, 87
Figure 3.1. NRC-03 and NRC-07 are CAPs with anticancer activities. (A) MDA-MB-231, T47D, and MCF7 breast cancer cells were exposed to medium alone or to 50 μM NRC-03, NRC-07, NRC-13, NRC-16, or NRC-03_{10mer}. Cell viability was determined by LDH-release assay after 24 h. T47D, MDA-MB-231, MCF7, SKBR3, and MDA-MB-468 human breast cancer cells, and 4T1 murine mammary carcinoma cells were exposed to medium alone or the indicated concentrations of (B) NRC-03 or (C) NRC-07. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown are statistically significant by ANOVA ($p < 0.005$)
± 2%, 88 ± 10% and 94 ± 1% cytotoxicity, respectively), whereas T47D and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were least susceptible to 50 µM NRC-03 (57 ± 3% and 63 ± 2% cytotoxicity, respectively) and NRC-07 (44 ± 4% and 52 ± 6% cytotoxicity, respectively). Importantly, NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell killing was comparable between LDH-release and MTT assays (compare Fig. 3.1A to 3.1B-C). Therefore, the MTT assay was used to evaluate NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell killing in future experiments unless otherwise indicated. MDA-MB-231 cells were used as a model breast cancer cell line because they represented a worst case scenario due to their relative resistance to killing by NRC-03 and NRC-07, and because they form solid tumours in immune-deficient mice (172-174).

The development of multidrug-resistant cancer cells limits the therapeutic utility of traditional anticancer drugs (29). MCF7-TX400 cells express 2.6-fold more P-gp than parental MCF7 cells and are resistant to 400 ng/ml paclitaxel (Appendix Fig. 1). Clonogenic assays were used in place of MTT assays to determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 kill MCF7-TX400 cells because drug efflux proteins interfere with MTT assays (168). After only 4 h, 50 µM NRC-03 and NRC-07 significantly reduced the number of MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 CFUs (Fig. 3.2B). In addition, colonies from NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated samples were significantly smaller than colonies from control-treated samples (Fig. 3.2A). Moreover, MCF7-TX400 CFUs were smaller than MCF7 CFUs. Acid phosphatase assays conducted in parallel with clonogenic assays confirmed that 50 µM NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells to an equal extent (Fig. 3.2C). Importantly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 also killed cisplatin-resistant ovarian cancer cells (Appendix Fig. 2), suggesting that these peptides kill cancer cells that develop drug resistance by mechanisms other than increasing P-gp expression.

MTT assays were conducted on normal cells (HMECs, HDFs, HUVECs) cultured in the presence or absence of NRC-03 or NRC-07 to determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 selectively kill cancer cells. NRC-03 and NRC-07 were toxic to HMECs, albeit to a lesser extent than they were to MDA-MB-231 cells (Table 3.1). NRC-03 and NRC-07 were minimally toxic to HUVECs, and were not toxic to HDFs. Importantly, neither NRC-03 nor NRC-07 were hemolytic, which is a problem for certain α-helical CAPs,
Figure 3.2. NRC-03 and NRC-07 kill multidrug-resistant breast cancer cells. (A) MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 breast cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM NRC-03 or NRC-07. After 4 h, the cells were diluted and cultured for 10 d. (A) Representative images of medium-, NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells (800 × dilution) are shown. (B) Colony formation by medium- NRC-03-, and NRC-07-treated cells was determined by clonogenic assay. Data shown are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to medium-treated cells; * p < 0.05. (C) MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM NRC-03 or NRC-07. Cell viability was determined by acid phosphatase assay after 4 h. Data shown are not statistically significant (NS, p ≥ 0.05) by the two-tailed student’s t test in comparison to MCF7-treated cells. All data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE.
Table 3.1. NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity toward a panel of normal human cells compared to breast cancer cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>% Cytotoxicity&lt;sup&gt;a,c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>% Hemolysis&lt;sup&gt;b,c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HMECs</td>
<td>HDFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 µM NRC-03</td>
<td>17 ± 5</td>
<td>0 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 µM NRC-03</td>
<td>46 ± 3</td>
<td>2 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 µM NRC-07</td>
<td>20 ± 4</td>
<td>1 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 µM NRC-07</td>
<td>47 ± 9</td>
<td>0 ± 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated cytotoxicity toward cultures of normal cells was determined by MTT assay after 24 h.

<sup>b</sup>Hemolytic activity toward human erythrocytes was determined by hemolysis assay after 8 h.

<sup>c</sup>Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE.
such as melittin (175). HDFs were selected as the negative control cell line because they were least susceptible to killing by NRC-03 or NRC-07.

3.2 NRC-03, and to a Lesser Extent NRC-07, Enhance Breast Cancer Cell Killing by Cisplatin

Cytotoxic chemotherapies with independent mechanisms of action are often combined to enhance the clinical response in patients with breast cancer (162). NRC-03 and NRC-07 were hypothesized to kill cells with negatively charged membranes by causing irreversible membrane damage. This unique mechanism of action could make these peptides useful candidates for inclusion in combinational treatment regimens. Therefore, I tested whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 could enhance cell killing by cisplatin at 72 or 96 h by calculating the half maximal effective concentration (EC$_{50}$) of cisplatin toward MDA-MB-231 cells in the presence or absence of sublethal doses of NRC-03 or NRC-07. As shown in Figure 3.1, 10 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 did not kill MDA-MB-231 cells (2 ± 3% and 2 ± 2% cytotoxicity, respectively). When cisplatin was combined with NRC-03 or NRC-07, the EC$_{50}$ for MDA-MB-231 cells decreased by 5.5- and 1.6-fold, respectively, by 72 h (Fig. 3.3). By 96 h, NRC-03 and NRC-07 decreased the EC$_{50}$ of cisplatin for MDA-MB-231 cells by 4- and 1.6-fold, respectively. This finding suggests that NRC-03 or NRC-07 may be useful candidates for inclusion in combinational treatment regimens; however, additional experiments are required to determine whether this effect is additive or synergistic.

3.3 NRC-03 and NRC-07 Bind to Breast Cancer Cells and Localize to the Nucleus, but Only NRC-07 Causes DNA Fragmentation

CAPs kill cancer cells directly by causing significant membrane damage that leads to cytolysis, or indirectly by inducing apoptosis (61). Understanding the mechanism of action of NRC-03 and NRC-07 is essential for rational peptide modification to improve potential clinical utility. CAPs are predicted to initiate cell death by first binding to the target cell (37). The peptide binding assay was used to quantify biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 binding to MDA-MB-231 cells and HDFs. Importantly, biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 were as potent as NRC-03 and NRC-07 to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells
Figure 3.3. NRC-03, and to a lesser extent NRC-07, reduce the EC\textsubscript{50} of cisplatin. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in increasing concentrations of cisplatin in the presence or absence of 10 μM NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 72 and 96 h. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay to determine the EC\textsubscript{50} of cisplatin. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test; * p < 0.05 in comparison to cisplatin-treated MDA-MB-231 cells.
(Appendix Fig. 3). Biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 bound to MDA-MB-231 cells, but not HDFs, within 10 min (Fig. 3.4A). Peptide binding was quantified to determine differences between biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 binding to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells and HDFs, as well as differences between MDA-MB-231 and HDFs. Compared to HDFs, binding of biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells was increased by 56- and 98-fold, respectively (Fig. 3.4B). Biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 were equally potent in MDA-MB-231 cells (Appendix Fig. 3).

Interestingly, in comparison to biotin-NRC-07 binding, biotin-NRC-03 binding to MDA-MB-231 cells and HDFs was increased by 8- and 14-fold, respectively.

CAPs are thought to preferentially bind to cancer cells because the outer membrane leaflet of cancer cells carries a net negative charge, whereas the outer membrane leaflet of normal cells is zwitterionic and therefore neutral in charge (37, 38, 61). Many molecules contribute to the negative charge of cancer cell membranes including phosphatidylserine, O-glycosylated mucins and sialylated glycoproteins (77, 83, 176, 177). HSPs and CSPs have been shown to influence CAP-mediated cancer cell killing (84, 85). I chose to investigate whether sialylated glycoproteins, HSPs, and/or CSPs influence NRC-03- and/or NRC-07-mediated breast cancer cell killing. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells incubated in OSGE prior to peptide treatment were used to evaluate whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 are attracted to sialylated glycoproteins. Compared to vehicle-treated cells, marginal reductions in cell killing were observed when OSGE-treated MDA-MB-231 cells were exposed to 10 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07; however, significant reductions in cell death were not observed when cells were treated with 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 (Fig. 3.5A). NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell death was investigated in L cells, gro2C cells (HSP-deficient) and sog9 cells (HSP- and CSP-deficient) to determine whether HSPs and/or CSPs influence NRC-03- and/or NRC-07-induced cell killing. Gro2C and sog9 cells were less susceptible to 25 or 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 than were L cells. Sog9 cells were most resistant to NRC-03 and NRC-07; in fact, killing nearly decreased to baseline when sog9 cells were treated with 25 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 (Fig. 3.5B). Interestingly, gro2C and sog9 cells were equally resistant to 25 µM NRC-07. Compared to L cell killing, decreases in NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity were also evident when gro2C and sog9 cells were treated with 50 µM NRC-
Figure 3.4. NRC-03 and NRC-07 bind to breast cancer cells but not normal HDFs. (A) MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells and HDFs were cultured in the absence or presence of 50 µM biotin-NRC-03 or -NRC-07 for 10 min, stained with Texas Red-streptavidin, and visualized by fluorescence microscopy. (B) Peptide binding was quantified using NIS-Elements. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE. Statistical significance was determined by the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test; * p < 0.05 relative to NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated MDA-MB-231 cells, † p < 0.05 relative to NRC-03-treated MDA-MB-231 cells.
Figure 3.5. NRC-03 and NRC-07 are attracted to several different negatively charged molecules. (A) MDA-MB-231 cells pretreated with OSGE for 30 min were cultured in the presence or absence of the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 or NRC-07. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 24 h. Data is statistically significant by the Student’s t test in comparison to vehicle-treated cells; * p < 0.05. (B) L, gro2C and sog9 cells were cultured under the indicated conditions for 24 h. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay. Statistical significance was determined by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test; * p < 0.05 relative to NRC-03- or NRC-07-treated L cells. (C) Biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 binding to HeS and CS was determined using the solid phase HeS- and CS-binding assay. Data are significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test; * p < 0.05 relative to medium OD. Data represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE.
03 or NRC-07; however, cell killing was not reduced to baseline levels as it was when cells were treated with 25 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07. Together, these findings suggest that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are likely attracted to many negatively charged surface molecules rather than a unique receptor. The solid phase HeS- and CS-binding assay was then used to confirm that NRC-03 and NRC-07 bound to HeS and CS. Biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 bound to HeS and CS 28- and 14-fold more than the medium control, respectively, suggesting that NRC-03 and NRC-07 may bind HSPs and CSPs (Fig. 3.5C).

Certain CAPs pass through the plasma membrane of cancer cells and target specific organelles (37). To better understand the mechanism of NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell death, confocal microscopy was used to determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 enter the cytoplasm of breast cancer cells. Biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 gained access to the cytosol of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells within 30 sec (Fig. 3.6). Interestingly, both biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 appeared to localize to the nucleus of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. Nuclear localization was confirmed by staining for double-stranded DNA using TO-PRO®-3 (Fig. 3.7). Interestingly, biotin-NRC-03 and NRC-07 also appeared to localize to the nuclear. TUNEL staining was then used to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 cause DNA fragmentation in breast cancer cells. Interestingly, after 30 min NRC-07, but not NRC-03, caused DNA fragmentation in MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig 3.8).

3.4 NRC-03- and NRC-07-Induced Cell Death is Caspase-independent and Involves Mitochondrial Damage, but not ROS Generation

Certain direct- and indirect-acting CAPs cause ΔΨₘ in cancer cells (54, 107). To determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 cause ΔΨₘ in human breast cancer cells, MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with NRC-03 or NRC-07 and were stained with the dye DiOC₆, which localizes to intact mitochondria (178). Both NRC-03 and NRC-07 caused significant ΔΨₘ by 1 h (Fig. 3.9A). ROS generation, which is associated with LfcinB-induced apoptosis and can result from ΔΨₘ (107), was not observed following treatment with NRC-03 or NRC-07 (Fig. 3.9B). Mitochondria isolated from MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with NRC-03 or NRC-07 to determine whether either peptide could directly damage mitochondria. Cytochrome c was released after only 10 min, showing that NRC-
**Figure 3.6.** NRC-03 and NRC-07 rapidly enter breast cancer cells. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM biotin-NRC-03, or -NRC-07 for 30 sec. NRC-03, NRC-07, and the actin cytoskeleton were visualized by confocal microscopy through the addition of Texas Red-conjugated streptavidin, and Alexa-Fluor 488-phalloidin, respectively (1000 ×). Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 3).
Figure 3.7. NRC-03 and NRC-07 rapidly enter the nucleus of breast cancer cells. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM biotin-NRC-03, or -NRC-07 for 30 sec. NRC-03, NRC-07, and the nucleus were visualized by confocal microscopy through the addition of Texas Red-conjugated streptavidin, and TO-PRO®-3 iodide, respectively (1000 ×). Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 3).
Figure 3.8. NRC-07, but not NRC-03, causes DNA fragmentation in breast cancer cells. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM NRC-03, or NRC-07 for 30 min. DNA fragmentation was detected by TUNEL assay and visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 3).
Figure 3.9. NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity is associated with mitochondrial membrane damage, but not ROS generation. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the absence or presence of 50 μM NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 10 min, 30 min, or 1 h. (A) DiOC₆ or (B) DHE were added to cells to detect ΔΨₘ and ROS generation, respectively. Data shown represent the average MFI of 3 independent experiments ± SE, and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to medium-treated cells; * p < 0.05. (C) Mitochondria isolated from MDA-MB-231 cells were treated as described above for 10 min and cytochrome c was detected in cytosolic and membrane fractions by western blot analysis. Mitochondrial Hsp70 was detected to confirm equal protein loading. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 3). C: control. 3: NRC-03. 7: NRC-07.
03 and NRC-07 directly damage mitochondria (Fig. 3.9C). In order to determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 induce caspase-dependent apoptosis in breast cancer cells, MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were pretreated with the pancaspase inhibitor Boc-D-fmk prior to exposure to NRC-03 or NRC-07. Boc-D-fmk reversed flunarizine (FLZ)-induced apoptosis in Jurkat T leukemia cells, which served as a positive control, but did not inhibit NRC-03- or NRC-07-induced cell death (Fig. 3.10). This data suggests that NRC-03 and NRC-07 do not trigger caspase-dependent apoptosis; however, this finding does not rule out caspase-independent apoptosis.

3.5 NRC-03 and NRC-07 Lyse Breast Cancer Cells but not Normal HDFs

Many CAPs are directly lytic to cancer cells (61). The LDH-release assay was used to quantify NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced breast cancer cell lysis over time. Both NRC-03 and NRC-07 lysed MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells in a time-dependent manner (Fig. 3.11). NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytolysis peaked at 4 h. As before, the potency of NRC-07 mirrored that of NRC-03. SEM was then used to visualize changes in the ultrastructure of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells and HDFs following exposure to NRC-03 or NRC-07. Figure 3.12, which represents approximately 30% of peptide-treated cells, shows that 50 µM NRC-03 and NRC-07 caused extensive damage to breast cancer cells after only 10 min. Images at lower magnification show that NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells were largely intact; however, cell fragments were visible. Images at intermediate magnification show pores that have formed in the plasma membrane, swollen and reduced numbers of microvilli, membrane blebs, and exposed intracellular organelles. High magnification images clearly show altered microvilli and the presence of pore structures in the plasma membrane. Importantly the non-cytotoxic CAP NRC-13 did not cause any changes in the ultrastructure of MDA-MB-231 cells. Furthermore, neither NRC-03 nor NRC-07 changed the ultrastructure of HDFs (Fig. 3.13). These findings, taken with the results from the binding assays described in section 3.3, suggest that NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced membrane damage is a consequence of peptide binding to breast cancer cells.
Figure 3.10. NRC-03 and NRC-07 do not kill cells by the caspase-dependent apoptotic pathway. (A) MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells pretreated with 40 μM Boc-D-fmk were cultured in the absence or presence of 50 μM NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 24 h. Percent cytotoxicity was determined by MTT assay. Data shown represent the mean of 6 independent experiments ± SE and are not statistically significant (p ≥ 0.05) by the Bonferroni multiple comparson test in comparison to NRC-03- or NRC-07-treated cells. (B) Jurkat T leukemia cells pretreated with 40 μM Boc-D-fmk were cultured in the presence or absence of 80 μM FLZ. Percent DNA fragmentation was determined by \(^{3}\)H-Tdr-release assay after 18 h. Data shown is of a representative experiment (n = 4) ± StDev, and is statistically significant by Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to FLZ-treated cells; *p < 0.05.
Figure 3.11. NRC-03 and NRC-07 induce cell lysis that peaks at 4 h. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 or NRC-07. Relative cytotoxicity was measured by the LDH-release assay after 10 min, 30 min, 1 h, 4 h and 8 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent ± SE.
Figure 3.12. NRC-03 and NRC-07 cause extensive damage to breast cancer cells. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM NRC-03, NRC-07, or NRC-13 for 10 min. Membrane damage was visualized by SEM. Data shown are representative images of 2 independent experiments.
Figure 3.13. **NRC-03 and NRC-07 do not damage HDFs.** HDFs were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM NRC-03, NRC-07, or NRC-13 for 10 min. Membrane damage was visualized by SEM. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 2).
3.6 NRC-03 and NRC-07 Kill Breast Cancer Xenografts

A xenograft model was used to determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 possessed antitumour properties in vivo. MDA-MB-231 cells were grown in the hind flanks of NOD SCID mice and the resulting tumours were injected with the HBSS vehicle, or with 500 µg NRC-03 or NRC-07 on d 1, 3, and 5, after tumours reached a volume >120 mm³ (d 1). Whereas HBSS-treated tumours grew significantly beyond their starting volume (p < 0.05), NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated tumours were not significantly larger at the end of the experiment; however, only NRC-03-treated tumours were significantly smaller (p < 0.05) than HBSS-treated tumours (Fig. 3.14A). NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated tumours were visibly smaller, both in situ (Fig. 3.14B) and after excision (Fig. 3.14C).

Microscopic analysis of tumour sections stained with hematoxylin and eosin showed that NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated tumours had larger areas of necrosis than HBSS-treated tumours (Fig. 3.14D). Although not quantified, the number of infiltrating leukocytes appeared comparable between HBSS-, NRC-03-, and NRC-07-treated tumours.

Necropsies showed the absence of metastasis in all mice with the exception of 1 HBSS-treated mouse, which developed a metastatic nodule in a regional lymph node. Major organs (lungs, kidneys, stomach, large and small intestine, liver, and reproductive organs) from all animals appeared healthy, with the exception of 1 NRC-03-treated mouse that appeared to have had tumour cells injected into the kidney, and several mice from all treatment groups that appeared to have vascularized oviducts. Tumours from NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated mice were no more ulcerated than those from control-treated mice, and there was no evidence of weight loss in any treatment group throughout the course of the experiment.

3.7 NRC-03 and NRC-07 Kill Human Multiple Myeloma Cells by a Mechanism that Involves Significant Membrane Damage and DNA Fragmentation

To determine whether the cytotoxic properties of NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 are unique to breast cancer cells, NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell killing was also investigated in KMS11 and U266 human multiple myeloma cell lines. Figure 3.15 shows that NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed KMS11 and U266 myeloma cells in a dose-dependent
Figure 3.14. NRC-03 and NRC-07 kill breast cancer cells in vivo. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells grown in the hind flanks of NOD SCID mice formed tumours that were injected intratumorally with the HBSS vehicle control, or with 500 µg NRC-03 or NRC-07 on days 1, 3, and 5. (A) Caliper measurements were recorded on days 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 12 to determine tumour volume. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE. (B) On day 12, the animals were sacrificed and photographed and (C) the tumours were excised and photographed. (D) Tumour sections were stained with hemotoxylin and eosin and photographed. Images shown are from representative animals (n = 9). T: tumour. N: necrotic.
Figure 3.15. NRC-03 and NRC-07 kill human myeloma cell lines. KMS11 and U266 human myeloma cells were grown in the presence or absence of the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 or NRC-07. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE.
manner. Whereas NRC-03 and NRC-07 were equally potent between breast cancer cell lines (Fig. 3.1B-C), NRC-03 was more potent than NRC-07 in both U266 and KMS11 myeloma cells. KMS11 cells were least susceptible to NRC-03 and NRC-07, and showed greater differences between NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell killing; therefore, U266 cells were subsequently used as a model cell line. A concentration of 50 µM NRC-03 and NRC-07 was used in subsequent experiments to compare peptide killing of U266 myeloma cells to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells.

NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed breast cancer cells by cell lysis. Consistent with this finding, PI uptake studies showed that NRC-03 and NRC-07 caused significant membrane damage in U266 cells after only 10 min (Fig. 3.16A). SEM was then used to visualize the extent of NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced membrane damage (Fig. 3.16B). Low magnification images show a reduction in myeloma cell number after 10 min exposure to NRC-03 or NRC-07. Large cellular fragments and cellular debris covered the majority of the coverslip. Images taken under intermediate magnification showed that medium-treated cells lacked membrane damage and had an abundance of microvilli, whereas membranes of NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells were significantly damaged, showing organelles and/or exposed cytoskeleton, which was consistent with findings in breast cancer cells. Peptide-treated U226 cells possessed reduced numbers of microvilli and membranes blebs. High magnification images showed damaged microvilli on NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells, and the presence of a stringy molecule extruded from certain cells (e.g., NRC-07-treated cells, indicated with a white arrow).

Confocal microscopy showed that both biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 enter U266 myeloma cells within 30 sec (Fig. 3.17). Interestingly, certain peptide-treated cells were not encircled by an actin cytoskeleton (indicated with blue arrows), while other cells appeared to extrude a peptide-bound substance from the cell (indicated with white arrows). TUNEL staining showed that NRC-07 fragmented DNA in U266 cells, which was consistent with findings in breast cancer cells; however, NRC-03 also caused DNA fragmentation in U266 cells, albeit to a far lesser extent than NRC-07 (Fig. 3.18). Collectively, these data suggest that NRC-03 and NRC-07 kill cancer cells of epithelial and hematopoietic origin by a similar mechanism of action.
Figure 3.16. NRC-03 and NRC-07 cause extensive damage to the cell membrane of myeloma cells. (A) U266 myeloma cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 10 min. PI was added to cells to detect membrane damage. Data shown represent the average MFI of 3 independent experiments ± SE, and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to medium-treated cells; * p < 0.05. (B) U266 myeloma cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 30 min. Membrane damage was visualized by SEM. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 2).
Figure 3.17. NRC-03 and NRC-07 rapidly enter myeloma cells. U266 cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM biotin-NRC-03, or -NRC-07 for 30 sec. NRC-03, NRC-07, and the actin cytoskeleton were visualized by confocal microscopy through the addition of Texas Red-conjugated streptavidin, and AlexaFluor 488-phalloidin, respectively (1000 ×). Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 3). White arrows indicate peptide-bound molecules leaking from treated cells; blue arrows indicate cells lacking a complete cytoskeleton.
Figure 3.18. NRC-07 and NRC-03 cause DNA fragmentation in human myeloma cells. U266 cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 30 min. DNA fragmentation detected by TUNEL assay was visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 3).
CHAPTER 4

[D]-NRC-03 IS A POTENT CYTOTOXIC DERIVATIVE OF NRC-03

4.1 Cell Killing by NRC-03, but not NRC-07, is Reduced in Increasing Concentrations of FBS

The majority of research evaluating CAPs as novel anticancer agents is conducted in low serum concentrations because CAP-induced cytotoxicity is often reduced in the presence of serum (119, 126, 179). Serum-dependent decreases in CAP-mediated cell killing are thought to be due to either peptide degradation by serum proteases or peptide sequestering by soluble anionic molecules such as albumin. To determine whether NRC-03- or NRC-07-induced cell killing was reduced in the presence of FBS, MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in increasing concentrations of FBS in the absence or presence of 5, 10, 25, or 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 for 24 h. Increasing concentrations of FBS inhibited NRC-03 killing of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 4.1). Although NRC-07-mediated cell death was consistently reduced in increasing concentrations of FBS, the results were not significantly different at any concentration of NRC-07 tested. In order to establish whether the reduction in NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell killing was a consequence of the peptides being sequestered by soluble anionic molecules, MDA-MB-231 cells were pretreated with 2.5% BSA prior to their exposure to NRC-03 or NRC-07. Interestingly, NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated cell death was significantly reduced by exogenous BSA at 4 h, but not 24 h (Fig. 4.2A). To confirm that this effect was not due to BSA degradation over time, supernatants were collected from cells at 0 and 24 h, and albumin was detected by Coomassie blue staining. As shown in Figure 4.2B, BSA levels did not decrease at 24 h compared to 0 h. These data suggest that the FBS-mediated decrease in NRC-03-induced cell death was not a consequence of NRC-03 being sequestered by anionic molecules.

4.2 NRC-03 is Degraded by Proteases in HS and MS

Both NRC-03 and NRC-07 are degraded by trypsin (Appendix Fig. 4). To investigate whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 are susceptible to degradation by serum
Figure 4.1. Breast cancer cell killing by NRC-03 is significantly reduced in the presence of FBS. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in 0.5, 2.5, or 5% FBS in the presence or absence of the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 or NRC-07. Cell viability was assessed by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to peptide-treated cells cultured in 0.5% FBS; * p < 0.01.
Figure 4.2. BSA reduces NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity at 4, but not 24 h. (A) MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells pretreated with 2.5% BSA were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07. Cell viability was determined by acid phosphatase assay after 4 and 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are statistically significant at 4 h by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to NRC-03- or NRC-07-treated cells; * p < 0.05. (B) Supernatants were collected, diluted, and separated on a reducing gel to evaluate BSA degradation overtime. The gel shown is from a representative experiment (n = 3).
proteases, NRC-03 or NRC-07 were incubated in sfDMEM (traditional setup) or DMEM containing FBS, MS, or HS (modified setup) for 1 h prior to their addition to MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell cultures (Fig. 4.3). A final concentration of 5% serum and 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 was achieved in all samples. NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity in cells cultured under the modified experimental setup (i.e., NRC-03 and NRC-07 incubated with DMEM containing FBS, MS, or HS before exposure to MDA-MB-231 cells [in sfDMEM]) was compared to NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity in cells cultured under the traditional experimental setup (i.e., NRC-03 and NRC-07 incubated with sfDMEM prior to exposure to MDA-MB-231 cells [in serum-containing medium]). Surprisingly, prior exposure of NRC-03 to FBS did not affect subsequent NRC-03-mediated cell killing, whereas MS treatment significantly reduced NRC-03-induced cell killing; however the effect was marginal. In contrast, HS treatment significantly inhibited cell killing by NRC-03. Interestingly, pretreatment of NRC-07 with FBS, MS or HS did not affect subsequent NRC-07-induced killing of MDA-MB-231 cells.

To determine whether NRC-03 was degraded in the presence of MS or HS, biotin-NRC-03 was incubated in the presence or absence of FBS, FBS that was not heat-inactivated (cFBS), HS, or MS for 30 min. Complete degradation of biotin-NRC-03 was achieved by incubating biotin-NRC-03 in trypsin. Samples were then separated on a tricine gel, and biotin-NRC-03 was detected using streptavidin-HRP. Biotin-NRC-03 was degraded in HS, and to a lesser extent MS, but not FBS or cFBS (Fig. 4.4A). Densitometry was used to calculate biotin-NRC-03 degradation relative to undigested biotin-NRC-03. These data show that biotin-NRC-03 is degraded in HS and MS, but not FBS.

4.3 [D]-NRC-03 is More Cytolytic than NRC-03 and has Delayed Kinetics

[D]-NRC-03 is a peptidomimetic of NRC-03 in which all L-aa are replaced with D-aa, making [D]-NRC-03 the enantiomer of NRC-03. Certain enantiomeric peptides, which are resistant to proteolytic degradation, retain their biological activities (149). The purpose of this study was to determine whether [D]-NRC-03 retains cytotoxicity for breast cancer cells, and whether it kills cells by the same mechanism of action as native
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Figure 4.3. Cell killing by NRC-03, but not NRC-07, is reduced when NRC-03 is pretreated with HS or MS, but not FBS. 100 µM NRC-03 and NRC-07 were incubated with sfDMEM for 1 h at 37°C prior to exposure to MDA-MB-231 cells containing 10% FBS, MS, or HS (traditional setup). Alternatively, 100 µM NRC-03 and NRC-07 were incubated with 10% FBS, MS, or HS for 1 h at 37°C prior to exposure to MDA-MB-231 cells containing sfDMEM (modified setup). A final concentration of 5% serum and 50 µM NRC-03 and NRC-07 was attained. Cell viability was assessed by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 4 independent experiments ± SE and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to cells treated under traditional conditions; * p < 0.05.
Figure 4.4. NRC-03 is degraded in HS and MS. 30 μg biotin-NRC-03 was incubated for 30 min under the indicated conditions at 37°C. (A) The resulting digests were separated on a 16.5% tricine gel. Biotinylated-NRC-03 was detected by ECL using streptavidin-HRP. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n=3). (B) Pixel intensity was calculated to quantify NRC-03 degradation. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE.
NRC-03. Like NRC-03, [D]-NRC-03 killed MDA-MB-231, MCF7, SKBR3, T47D, 4T1 and MDA-MB-468 breast cancer cells in a dose-dependent manner at 24 h (Fig. 4.5). Interestingly, [D]-NRC-03 appeared to be more potent than NRC-03 with doses as low as 5 µM being cytotoxic to T47D, 4T1 and MDA-MB-468, whereas 10 µM NRC-03 was required to achieve similar levels of cell killing in the same cell lines (Fig. 4.5). For subsequent experiments, 25 µM was chosen as a representative concentration of NRC-03 and [D]-NRC-03 because [D]-NRC-03-induced cell killing peaked at 25 µM in all breast cancer cell lines tested.

LDH-release assays showed that while both NRC-03 and [D]-NRC-03 induce time-dependent cell lysis, NRC-03-mediated cell killing peaked at 4 h, whereas [D]-NRC-03-mediated cell killing peaked at 8 h (Fig. 4.6). Consistent with the findings from the MTT assays (Fig. 4.5), [D]-NRC-03 caused greater cell lysis than did NRC-03, suggesting that [D]-NRC-03 is more potent than NRC-03.

To determine whether [D]-NRC-03-induced cell killing is reduced by increasing concentrations of FBS, as is the case with NRC-03, an MTT assay was conducted in which MDA-MB-231 cells were incubated in increasing concentrations of FBS prior to exposure to NRC-03 or [D]-NRC-03. Unlike NRC-03-induced cytotoxicity, [D]-NRC-03-mediated cell killing was not affected by FBS (Fig. 4.7). Mass spectrometry analysis confirmed that unlike NRC-03 and NRC-07, [D]-NRC-03 was not degraded by trypsin (Appendix Fig. 4).

The capacity of [D]-NRC-03 to kill chemoresistant MCF7-TX400 breast cancer cells was next evaluated. Clonogenic assays showed that 25 µM [D]-NRC-03 significantly reduced colony formation after only 4 h treatment, despite peak cytotoxicity being achieved at 8 h. Consistent with previous findings, colonies from peptide-treated cells were smaller than colonies from medium-treated cells. Furthermore, colonies from [D]-NRC-03-treated cells were smaller than those from NRC-03-treated cells (Fig. 4.8A). Colony formation was significantly reduced in [D]-NRC-03-treated samples in comparison to medium-treated MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells (Fig. 4.8B). Interestingly, the number of MCF7-TX400 CFUs following exposure to [D]-NRC-03 was significantly less than the number of MCF7 CFUs following exposure to [D]-NRC-03 ($p=0.0266$).
Figure 4.5. [D]-NRC-03 kills human breast cancer cells in a dose-dependent manner. MDA-MB-231, MCF7, SKBR3, T47D or MDA-MB-468 human breast cancer cells, or 4T1 murine mammary carcinoma cells were exposed to medium alone or the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 or [D]-NRC-03. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE.
Figure 4.6. [D]-NRC-03 induces time-dependent cytolysis that peaks at 8 h. MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in the presence or absence of the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 and [D]-NRC-03. Relative cytotoxicity was measured by the LDH-release assay after 10 min, 30 min, 1 h, 4 h and 8 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent ± SE.
Figure 4.7. Cell killing by [D]-NRC-03 is not reduced by increasing concentrations of FBS. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in 0.5, 2.5, or 5% FBS in the presence or absence of the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 or [D]-NRC-03. Cell viability was assessed by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to NRC-03-treated cells cultured in 0.5% FBS; * p < 0.01.
Figure 4.8. [D]-NRC-03 kills multidrug-resistant breast cancer cells. (A) MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 breast cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 25 μM NRC-03 or [D]-NRC-03. After 4 h, the cells were diluted and cultured for an additional 10 d. (A) Representative images of medium-, NRC-03- and [D]-NRC-03-treated cells (800× dilution) are shown. (B) Colony formation by medium-, NRC-03-, and [D]-NRC-03-treated cells was determined by clonogenic assay. Data shown are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to medium-treated cells; * p < 0.05. (C) MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 25 μM NRC-03 or [D]-NRC-03. Cell viability was determined by acid phosphatase assay after 4 h. Data shown are statistically significant by the two-tailed Student’s t test in comparison to MCF7-treated cells; * p < 0.05. All data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE.
Colony formation in NRC-03-treated samples was significantly reduced in comparison to medium-treated samples in MCF7, but not MCF7-TX400 cells, which is in contrast to experiments conducted with 50 µM NRC-03 (Fig. 3.2 vs. 4.8). Confirmatory acid phosphatase assays were conducted in parallel with clonogenic assays. Like the clonogenic assay, there was not a significant difference between NRC-03-induced killing of MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells (Fig. 4.8C). Paradoxically, the acid phosphatase assay suggested that [D]-NRC-03 was significantly more potent toward MCF7 cells than MCF7-TX400 cells.

Finally, the cytotoxic effect of [D]-NRC-03 on normal cells was compared to normal cell killing by NRC-03 to determine whether [D]-NRC-03 was more or less selective for cancer cells than NRC-03. Importantly, neither NRC-03 nor [D]-NRC-03 were hemolytic. Due to the limited lifespan of HMECs, HUVECs and HDFs, new cultures of each cell type had to be acquired for this experiment. Surprisingly, whereas NRC-03 was as toxic to HUVECs as it was in the experiment that evaluated NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced killing of normal cells, NRC-03 was significantly more toxic to HMECs and HDFs in this experiment (compare tables 3.1 and 4.1). Moreover, [D]-NRC-03 was more toxic to HMECs and HDFs than was NRC-03.

SEM was used to visualize changes in cellular ultrastructure following exposure to 25 µM NRC-03 or [D]-NRC-03 for 10 min, 1 h, and 4 h. As in previous experiments, the membranes of medium-treated breast cancer cells were completely intact with an abundance of smooth microvilli (Fig. 4.9A-C). After 10 min, NRC-03-treated cells possessed fewer microvilli that appeared to be detached from the cell exposing the cell membrane, which was minimally damaged (Fig. 4.9A). Interestingly, [D]-NRC-03-treated cells showed an intermediate number of microvilli, an exposed membrane, and the development of membrane blebs. By 1 h, many NRC-03-treated cells had completely lysed while those cells that remained intact exhibited damaged membranes (Fig. 4.9B). Interestingly, one cell appeared to repairing its cell membrane by forming membrane blebs. [D]-NRC-03-treated cells appeared more damaged at 1 h than at 10 min. Microvilli numbers appeared to be further reduced and/or truncated, and membrane blebs appeared greater in size than they did at 10 min. By 4 h the majority of NRC-03-treated cells were lysed and the remaining cells appeared significantly damaged (Fig. 4.9C). [D]-NRC-03-
Table 4.1. NRC-03- and [D]-NRC-03-induced cytotoxicity toward a panel of normal human cells compared to breast cancer cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>HMECs</th>
<th>HDFs</th>
<th>HUVECs</th>
<th>MDA-MB-231</th>
<th>Erythrocytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 µM NRC-03</td>
<td>47 ± 1</td>
<td>5 ± 2</td>
<td>1 ± 4</td>
<td>36 ± 3</td>
<td>3 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 µM NRC-03</td>
<td>77 ± 2</td>
<td>21 ± 3</td>
<td>27 ± 3</td>
<td>69 ± 2</td>
<td>2 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 µM [D]-NRC-03</td>
<td>81 ± 1</td>
<td>67 ± 4</td>
<td>20 ± 4</td>
<td>80 ± 2</td>
<td>1 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 µM [D]-NRC-03</td>
<td>80 ± 1</td>
<td>75 ± 2</td>
<td>24 ± 2</td>
<td>80 ± 2</td>
<td>2 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNRC-03- and [D]-NRC-03-mediated cytotoxicity toward cultures of normal cells was determined by MTT assay after 24 h.

bHemolytic activity toward human erythrocytes was determined by hemolysis assay after 8 h.

cData shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE.
Figure 4.9. [D]-NRC-03 lyses breast cancer cells. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 25 μM NRC-03 or [D]-NRC-03 for (A) 10 min, (B) 1 h, or (C) 4 h. Membrane damage was visualized by SEM. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 2).
treated cells appeared lysed and cellular attachment fibers were detached from the cell, which caused many cells to lift from the coverslip.

4.4 [D]-NRC-03 Kills Breast Cancer Xenografts

A xenograft model was used to compare the antitumour properties of [D]-NRC-03 to NRC-03. MDA-MB-231 cells were grown in the hind flanks of NOD SCID mice as described in section 3.6 and were injected with the HBSS vehicle, 500 µg NRC-03, or 125 µg [D]-NRC-03. As shown in Figure 4.10A, NRC-03- and [D]-NRC-03-treated tumours were significantly smaller than HBSS-treated tumours at the end of the experiment (407 ± 87 mm³, 233 ± 79 mm³, and 219 ± 52 mm³, respectively). Tumours from NRC-03- and [D]-NRC-03-treated mice were visibly smaller than HBSS-treated tumours both in situ (Fig. 4.10B) and after excision (Fig. 4.10C). Microscopic analysis of tumour sections stained with hematoxylin and eosin showed that NRC-03- and [D]-NRC-03-treated tumours had larger necrotic areas than HBSS-treated tumours (Fig. 4.10D). Consistent with previous findings, the number of infiltrating leukocytes appeared comparable between HBSS-, NRC-03-, and [D]-NRC-03-treated tumours. Necropsies showed the absence of metastasis in all mice and all major organs appeared healthy, with the exception of 1 HBSS-treated mouse that appeared to have had tumour cells injected into the kidney, and several mice from all treatment groups that had vascularized oviducts. Tumours from NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated mice were no more ulcerated than those from control-treated mice and there was no evidence of weight loss in any of the mice throughout the course of the experiment.
Figure 4.10. [D]-NRC-03 kills breast cancer cells in vivo. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells grown in the hind flanks of NOD SCID mice formed tumours that were injected intratumorally with the HBSS vehicle control (n=12), or with 500 µg NRC-03 (n=10) or 125 µg [D]-NRC-03 (n=11) on days 1, 3, and 5. (A) Caliper measurements were recorded on days 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 12 to determine tumour volume. Data shown represent mean tumour volume ± SD. (B) On day 12, the animals were sacrificed and photographed and (C) the tumours were excised and photographed. (D) Tumour sections were stained with hemotoxylin and eosin and photographed. Images shown are from representative animals. T: tumour. N: necrotic.
CHAPTER 5

BREAST CANCER CELL RESISTANCE TO NRC-03 AND NRC-07

5.1 Breast Cancer Cells Can Become Resistant to NRC-03 and NRC-07 by a Mechanism that Involves Reduced Peptide Binding

One of the greatest problems with cytotoxic chemotherapies is the development of drug-resistant cancer cells (29). However, cancer cell resistance to CAPs has never been investigated. To determine whether breast cancer cells can develop resistance to CAPs, I cultured MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells in the presence of gradually increasing concentrations of NRC-03 and NRC-07. After roughly 100 generations, NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells that were refractory to 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 were isolated. Both NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells were killed by 100 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07 (Fig. 5.1A and B, respectively). To determine the magnitude of resistance to NRC-03 and NRC-07, the EC$_{50}$ of NRC-03 and NRC-07 toward parental breast cancer cells and NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells was calculated. The EC$_{50}$ of NRC-03 and NRC-07 for NRC-03-resistant breast cancer cells was 3.2- and 4.3-fold greater than that of parental MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 5.1C). Similarly, the EC$_{50}$ of NRC-03 and NRC-07 for NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells was 3.8- and 3.6-fold greater than that of parental cells, respectively.

Because NRC-03 and NRC-07 are lytic peptides that rapidly bind to and enter breast cancer cells, it is reasonable to hypothesize that resistance to NRC-03 and NRC-07 is due to a reduction in peptide binding to cancer cell membranes. Peptide binding assays were therefore conducted in order to correlate cancer cell killing with peptide binding. Consistent with previous findings, biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 bound to parental breast cancer cells, whereas biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 bound poorly to NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant cancer cells (Fig. 5.2A). Peptide binding was quantified to determine differences in NRC-03 and NRC-07 binding to resistant and parental breast cancer cells (Fig. 5.2B). In comparison to biotin-NRC-03 binding to parental cells, biotin-NRC-03 binding to NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells decreased by 14.2- and 8.1-
Figure 5.1. NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells are less susceptible to NRC-03 and NRC-07 than parental MDA-MB-231 cells. MDA-MB-231, NRC-03-resistant MDA-MB-231, and NRC-07-resistant MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in increasing concentrations of (A) NRC-03 or (B) NRC-07 for 24 h. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay. Data are significant ($p < 0.0001$) by ANOVA. (C) Cell viability was used to calculate the EC$_{50}$ of NRC-03 and NRC-07. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to NRC-03- or NRC-07-treated parental MDA-MB-231 cells; * $p < 0.01$. 
Figure 5.2. NRC-03 and NRC-07 bind poorly to NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells. (A) MDA-MB-231, NRC-03-resistant MDA-MB-231, and NRC-07-resistant MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in the absence or presence of 50 µM biotin-NRC-03 or -NRC-07 for 10 min, stained with Texas Red-streptavidin, and visualized by fluorescence microscopy. (B) Peptide binding was quantified using NIS-Elements. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE. Statistical significance was determined by the Bonferroni multiple comparisons test in comparison to MDA-MB-231 cells; * p < 0.001.
fold, respectively. Similarly, biotin-NRC-07 binding to NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells was reduced by 13.5- and 34.9-fold in comparison to parental cells.

5.2 NRC-03- and NRC-07-Resistant Cells are Phenotypically Different From Parental Cells

Breast cancer cells treated with NRC-03 and NRC-07 exhibit distinct morphologies. Therefore, SEM was used to identify possible phenotypic differences between parental, NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells. Low magnification images showed that NRC-07-resistant cancer cells appeared similar to parental cells, whereas NRC-03-resistant cancer cells appeared flattened in comparison to parental cells (Fig. 5.3 top panel). Images at intermediate magnification show that the flattened appearance of NRC-03-resistant cells appeared to be due to an expanded plasma membrane and/or cellular protrusions, whereas NRC-07-resistant cancer cells appeared to have reduced numbers of microvilli and an abundance of membrane blebs, some of which were rather large (Fig. 5.3 middle panel). Images taken at high magnification showed that membrane blebs were apparent on NRC-03-resistant cells, whereas membrane damage was observed on blebs coming off of NRC-07-resistant cells (Fig. 5.4 bottom panel).

5.3 Peptide-Resistant Cells are Killed by Traditional Chemotherapeutic Agents and [D]-NRC-03

To determine whether NRC-03- or NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells are also resistant to other cytotoxic drugs, parental MDA-MB-231, NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells were exposed to cisplatin or docetaxel. Both cisplatin and docetaxel were equally cytotoxic to the 3 cell lines (Fig. 5.4 A and B, respectively). NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated killing of parental and resistant cancer cells was also compared to [D]-NRC-03-mediated cell killing. Interestingly, both NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant cancer cells were killed by 50 µM [D]-NRC-03, albeit to a significantly lesser extent than parental cells (Fig. 5.5). Additional experiments are required to determine whether cisplatin, docetaxel, and/or [D]-NRC-03 kill NRC-03- and/or NRC-07-resistant cancer cells by apoptosis or necrosis.
Figure 5.3. Morphological features of NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant MDA-MB-231 cells in comparison to parental MDA-MB-231 cells. NRC-03-resistant, NRC-07-resistant, and parental MDA-MB-231 cells were examined by SEM. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 2).
Figure 5.4. NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells are killed by cisplatin and docetaxel. MDA-MB-231, NRC-03-resistant MDA-MB-231 and NRC-07-resistant MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in the presence or absence of (A) 16 μg/ml cisplatin, or (B) 20 ng/ml docetaxel. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 72 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are not statistically significant ($p \geq 0.05$) by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to cisplatin- or docetaxel-treated parental MDA-MB-231 cells.
Figure 5.5. [D]-NRC-03 kills NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells. MDA-MB-231, NRC-03-resistant MDA-MB-231, or NRC-07-resistant MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 μM NRC-03, NRC-07, or [D]-NRC-03. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to NRC-03-, NRC-07-, or [D]-NRC-03-treated parental MDA-MB-231 cells; * p < 0.05.
CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

Cancer is often treated with chemotherapy, which is limited by non-specific toxicities, development of multidrug-resistance, the potential for secondary malignancies, and the inability of chemotherapeutic agents to kill slow growing or dormant cancer cells (29-31, 33). Significant efforts led to the development of targeted therapies, e.g. trastuzumab, which cause cancer cell death by interfering with specific molecules that are required for tumour growth and/or survival. While targeted therapies have significantly improved patient outcomes, they are also limited by the eventual development of drug resistance (8, 35, 36). Therefore, the search continues for novel anticancer drugs that kill cancer cells, including those that are slow growing and multidrug-resistant, without causing undue harm to normal cell types.

6.1 Cytotoxic Properties of Pleurocidins

Pleurocidins exhibit potent antibacterial activities (48); however, their anticancer properties had not been well studied. The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether certain pleurocidins, specifically NRC-03, NRC-07, NRC-13, NRC-16, and/or NRC-03\textsubscript{10mer}, have potential as novel agents for the treatment of breast cancer. My study showed for the first time that NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed breast cancer cells, whereas NRC-13, NRC-16, and NRC-03\textsubscript{10mer} were not cytotoxic for breast cancer cells. NMR studies have not been performed on NRC-13, NRC-16, or NRC-03\textsubscript{10mer}; therefore, it is difficult to explain why these pleurocidins did not kill cancer cells. Assuming that NRC-13 adopts a rigid α-helical secondary structure when bound to cancer cell membranes, its length should be sufficient to span the plasma membrane (38). On the other hand, NRC-16 and/or NRC-03\textsubscript{10mer} may not be long enough to span the cancer cell membrane, which may explain why these pleurocidins did not kill breast cancer cells. Note that this explanation is only valid if pleurocidins damage cellular membranes as described by the barrel-stave model, which is impossible to ascertain with the existing data; however, this hypothesis could be tested by addition and extending NRC-16 and/or NRC-03\textsubscript{10mer} to a length that is sufficient to span the plasma membrane of the cancer cell.
Alternatively, the lack of cancer cell killing by NRC-13, NRC-16, and/or NRC-
03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} may be due to the distribution of basic and hydrophobic aa. Studies conducted by
others suggest that the basic and hydrophobic aa of NRC-03 and NRC-07 are separated
into two spatially separated domains in membrane mimicking environments (Syvitski, R.,
personal communication), which may not be the case for NRC-13, NRC-16, or NRC-
03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}}. Consequently, NRC-13, NRC-16, and/or NRC-03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} may be unable to bind to
and/or destabilize cancer cell membranes. NMR studies on NRC-13, NRC-16, and NRC-
03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} would clarify whether this is a likely explanation for the lack of cancer cell killing
by these pleurocidins.

Since, hydrophobicity, specifically the number of tryptophan residues, is essential
for the antibacterial properties of certain CAPs (137), NRC-13 and/or NRC-03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} may
not be sufficiently hydrophobic to kill breast cancer cells. While this hypothesis may
explain why the highly cationic NRC-03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} lacks anticancer properties, it is unlikely to
account for the lack of NRC-13-mediated killing because NRC-03 only possesses one
tryptophan residue and is highly cytotoxic for breast cancer cells, as well as multiple
myeloma cells. To determine whether NRC-03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} is non-toxic due to a lack of
hydrophobicity, one of the cationic aa could be replaced with hydrophobic tryptophan
(e.g., GRRWRKWLRR-NH\textsubscript{2}). Modified NRC-03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} could then be tested for
cytotoxicity toward breast cancer cells.

It is noteworthy that the LDH-release assay was used to assess whether
pleurocidins possess anticancer properties. It is therefore possible that NRC-13, NRC-16,
and/or NRC-03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} might kill cancer cells by an indirect mechanism of action; however,
this explanation is unlikely because most indirect-acting anticancer CAPs are still
somewhat membranolytic (54, 107). Nevertheless, additional experiments are required to
confirm that NRC-13, NRC-16, and NRC-03 \text{_{10\text{mer}}} are devoid of anticancer potential.

\textbf{6.1.1 Cytotoxic Properties of NRC-03 and NRC-07}

NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, MCF7, SKBR3, and
T47D human breast cancer cells, 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma cells, and U266 and
KMS11 multiple myeloma cells in a dose-dependent manner. NRC-03 and NRC-07 were
not equally cytotoxic between all of the breast cancer cell lines tested. For example,
MDA-MB-468 cells were highly susceptible to killing by NRC-03 and NRC-07, whereas MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were less susceptible to NRC-03 and NRC-07. This finding suggests that breast cancer cell lines may have different membrane compositions that determine whether the cell will be susceptible to NRC-03- or NRC-07-induced cell death. Differences in NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced breast cancer cell killing were not associated with the absence of HER2, ER, or PR expression, which was evidenced by NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced killing of triple negative MDA-MB-468 breast cancer cells (180). Interestingly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 were equally potent killers of the breast cancer cell lines tested. In contrast, NRC-03 was more cytotoxic than NRC-07 for human multiple myeloma cells. Unlike breast cancer cells, which are all adherent cell lines, U266 and KMS11 cells grow in suspension. Consequently, there may be subtle differences in the properties of the cellular membranes that may influence the membrane binding capacity of NRC-03 and NRC-07, thereby determining the susceptibility of the cancer cell type to NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell death.

It is important to note that NRC-03 and NRC-07 were similarly cytotoxic when cell death was quantified by LDH-release or MTT assay. Cytotoxicity quantified using these methods approximated what was observed microscopically, i.e., number of lysed cells. Therefore, despite the fact that these assays do not technically measure cytotoxicity, but rather quantify enzymatic activity (166, 181), the output of these assays was referred to as percent cytotoxicity because there was no evidence to suggest that NRC-03 or NRC-07 affect the function of these enzymes, nor was there evidence to suggest that these CAPs inhibited proliferation rather than caused direct cell death. It is also noteworthy that I was required to change my peptide supplier midway through this investigation. Importantly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 synthesized by Dalton Pharma Services and American Peptide Company were equally potent (Appendix Fig. 5). However, I cannot rule out the possibility that there are subtle differences between the mechanism of action of NRC-03 and NRC-07 obtained Dalton Pharma Services versus NRC-03 and NRC-07 synthesized by American Peptide Company.

Importantly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 were cytotoxic to P-gp overexpressing MCF7-TX400 cells. In fact, 50 µM NRC-03 and NRC-07 were equally potent killers of MCF7-TX400 cells and parental MCF7 cells. This finding suggests that NRC-03 and NRC-07
are not substrates for P-gp. As an alternate explanation, NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 may kill cancer cells by causing significant and irreversible membrane damage rather than causing indirect cell death that is dependent on the peptides entering the cell. Additional experiments are required to determine whether this phenomenon holds true at lower concentrations of NRC-03 or NRC-07. NRC-03 and NRC-07 also killed cisplatin-resistant ovarian cancer cells, which suggests that these peptides kill cancer cells that develop drug resistance by increasing DNA repair and/or GSH production.

NRC-03 and NRC-07 were not cytotoxic for HDFs or HUVECs. HDFs are often used as a negative control in studies evaluating the anticancer properties of CAPs (52, 53, 64), possibly because fibroblast membranes do not contain as many negatively charged molecules as cancer cell membranes. In contrast, certain CAPs are cytotoxic to HUVECs (56). In this study cytotoxicity assays using normal cell cultures were conducted in DMEM, with the exception of hemolysis assays, which were conducted in PBS. Cytotoxicity assays were conducted in DMEM so that the concentration of FBS could be controlled, and so that NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced killing of normal cells could be compared to NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cancer cell killing. HDFs and HMECs grew very well in DMEM, whereas HUVECs did not grow as well in DMEM as they do in EGM-2. Therefore, the lack of NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated HUVEC killing may be due to a decrease in the viability of DMEM-cultured HUVECs, because percent cytotoxicity is calculated under the assumption that control cells are 100% viable. Additional experiments should be conducted to ascertain whether NRC-03 and NRC-07 are cytotoxic to HUVECs growing in EGM-2 supplemented with FBS. Hemolysis assays are typically conducted in PBS (115, 132, 149); however, others report differences in antifungal and hemolytic properties of certain CAPs in PBS versus other culture media (182). NRC-03 and NRC-07 were not hemolytic; however, this experiment was conducted in PBS. To confirm that NRC-03 and NRC-07 lack hemolytic properties, additional hemolysis assays should be conducted in DMEM lacking phenol red, which would allow for a more reasonable comparison between the hemolytic and anticancer properties of NRC-03 and NRC-07. Finally, NRC-03 and NRC-07 were cytotoxic to HMECs, albeit to a lesser extent than they were to cancer cells. This finding suggests that HMEC membranes are more negatively charged than the membranes of other normal...
cells, which is not surprising considering that the breast cancer cells used in this investigation are of epithelial origin. This finding also suggests that epithelial cells should be routinely added to the panel of normal cells used in other studies to ascertain whether their CAP is selective for cancer cells. This finding also suggests that NRC-03, NRC-07, and/or their derivatives require modification to improve their selectivity for cancer cells.

Sublethal doses of NRC-03, and to a lesser extent NRC-07, enhanced cell killing by cisplatin. Cisplatin is a platinating agent, which functions by binding to DNA causing inter- and intra-strand DNA crosslinkages (17, 18). Since NRC-03 and NRC-07 likely bind to DNA (discussed in section 6.2), NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 may work with cisplatin to cause sufficient DNA damage to kill the cell. Cisplatin-resistance can result from the conjugation of cisplatin to intracellular GSH, which can pumped out of the cell by GSH S-conjugate export pump (21, 22). As an alternative explanation for these findings, sublethal doses of NRC-03 and NRC-07 may cause the formation of transient pores that may facilitate the re-uptake of cisplatin-GSH complexes, thereby enhancing cisplatin-induced cell death. Additional experiments could be conducted to determine whether either of these hypotheses explain these findings. For example, membrane damage could be quantified in MDA-MB-231 cells treated with 10 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07. If transient pores are formed, PI uptake should occur without a loss in cellular viability, which would support the latter hypothesis. Alternatively, similar experiments could be conducted in breast cancer cells with silenced GSH S-conjugate export pump expression. If knocking down GSH S-conjugate export pump expression does not enhance cisplatin-induced cell killing, the latter hypothesis would be rejected. Future experiments are also required to determine whether this effect is additive or synergistic. In either case, this finding suggests that NRC-03, NRC-07, and/or their derivatives may prove useful agents in combinational cancer treatment regimens.

6.2 Mechanism of NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced Cytotoxicity

Anticancer CAPs kill cancer cells by a direct and/or indirect mechanisms (61). After elucidating that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are pleurocidins with anticancer properties, the next aim of this investigation was to determine the mechanism of action of NRC-03
and NRC-07, which would test the hypothesis that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are direct-acting CAPs that kill cancer cells by cytolysis.

6.2.1 NRC-03 and NRC-07 are Attracted to Several Different Negatively Charged Molecules

The data collected in this study showed that NRC-03 and NRC-07 bind to breast cancer cells, but not HDFs. Importantly, non-biotinylated NRC-03 or NRC-07 did not cause an increase in fluorescence (Appendix Fig. 6), which indicates that the fluorescence observed in biotin-NRC-03- and -NRC-07-treated breast cancer cells was not a consequence of non-specific streptavidin-conjugated Texas Red binding to molecules inside the cell. Many negatively charged molecules, including O-glycosylated mucins, sialylated glycoproteins, and HSPs, contribute to the net negative charge of cancer cell membranes (81-83). NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced breast cancer cell killing was only marginally reduced when cells were incubated with OSGE prior to exposure to NRC-03 or NRC-07, suggesting that sialylated glycoproteins do not contribute to NRC-03- and/or NRC-07-mediated cytotoxicity. It is noteworthy that OSGE was removed from OSGE-treated cells prior to their being incubated o/n to promote cellular adherence. OSGE was removed from the cells because the manufacturer indicated that OSGE treatment would likely interfere with cellular attachment. Therefore, sialylated glycoprotein expression may have been restored to normal levels by the time that NRC-03 and NRC-07 were added to OSGE-treated breast cancer cells. Consequently, sialylated glycoproteins may play a greater role in NRC-03- and/or NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity than these data suggest. The importance of sialylated glycoproteins for NRC-03- or NRC-07-induced cancer cell killing could be better elucidated by using multiple myeloma cells rather than breast cancer cells as a model, because myeloma cells grow in suspension and could therefore be continuously exposed to OSGE.

HSPs and CSPs are negatively charged molecules that decrease LfcinB-induced cell killing (84). I have shown that NRC-03 and NRC-07 kill cells that lack HSPs and CSPs to a lesser extent than wildtype cells. This finding suggests that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are attracted to HSPs and CSPs, and that these molecules enhance cell killing by NRC-03 and NRC-07. This finding was more pronounced at lower concentrations of
NRC-03 and NRC-07, which suggests that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are attracted to other negatively charged cell surface molecules. Subsequent experiments determined that NRC-03 and NRC-07 bind to HeS and CS. Collectively, these findings contradict those reported by another group (84), who showed that LfcinB-induced cell killing is inhibited by the presence of HSPs, and to a lesser extent CSPs. The authors subsequently developed truncated LfcinB derivatives that were equally or more toxic to HSP- and CSP-expressing cells (85). The authors suggested that the arginine residues in LfcinB are responsible for LfcinB binding to HSPs and CSPs, and that HSPs and CSPs tether LfcinB away from the cell surface, thereby preventing LfcinB from interacting with the cellular membrane. The authors postulated that truncated LfcinB derivatives cannot be inhibited by CSPs and HSPs in this manner, and that the truncated peptides are able to gain access to, and subsequently destabilize the cellular membrane. Like LfcinB, NRC-03 is arginine rich. Moreover, the length of NRC-03 (26 aa) is comparable to the length of LfcinB (25 aa). Studies conducted by our research group suggest that the sequence of LfcinB, rather than its positive charge, determines whether LfcinB will bind to heparin-like structures (116). Therefore, it is possible that, unlike LfcinB, NRC-03 and NRC-07 are attracted to HSPs and CSPs via electrostatic interactions, which is determined by the cationic nature of these peptides rather than by their sequence. Moreover, the interactions between pleurocidins and HSPs or CSPs may be reversible, which would allow at least some NRC-03 or NRC-07 to gain access to the membrane of the cell. Although this study does not confirm why CSPs and HSPs have inhibitory effects on LfcinB-induced cell killing and enhance cell killing by NRC-03 and NRC-07, the hypothesis that the interaction between the pleurocidins and CSPs and/or HSPs is due to electrostatic interactions rather than a sequence-specific mechanism could be tested by scrambling the aa sequence of NRC-03 and NRC-07. The toxicity of the scrambled pleurocidins to L, gro2C and sog9 cells, as well as the ability of these peptides to bind to CSPs and HSPs could be determined by cytotoxicity assays and solid phase HeS- and CS-binding assays, respectively.

Collectively, these findings suggest that susceptibility of the target cell to NRC-03- or NRC-07-induced cell killing is at least partly determined by the charge of the target cell membrane. NRC-03 and NRC-07 are likely attracted to several different types
of negatively charged surface molecules that are present on cancer cell membranes. The interaction between NRC-03 or NRC-07 and anionic surface molecules is likely not dependent on the aa sequence of the pleurocidin. Therefore, the anticancer potential of NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 could be improved upon by modifying the aa sequence and/or chirality of either NRC-03 or NRC-07. These modification strategies could improve the stability and/or selectivity of NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 for cancer cells.

6.2.2 NRC-03 and NRC-07 Enter Target Cells where they Localize to the Nucleus and Damage Mitochondria

Many direct- and indirect-acting CAPs have effects on mitochondria (37). Certain CAPs directly interact with mitochondria and cause ΔΨ_m (107), whereas other CAPs cause ΔΨ_m without localizing to mitochondria (64). The theory of endosymbiosis proposes that mitochondria arose from ancient bacteria (183, 184). In keeping with this theory, experts argue that certain CAPs selectively permeabilize mitochondrial membranes because the membrane composition of mitochondria is comparable to the membrane composition of bacteria (37). Importantly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 have antibacterial properties (48). The data presented here show that NRC-03 and NRC-07 caused ΔΨ_m by 1 h, which was indicated by the release of DiOC_6 from NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated breast cancer cells. Furthermore, mitochondria isolated from breast cancer cells released cytochrome c when exposed to NRC-03 or NRC-07, suggesting that NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 may interact with mitochondria inside the cell, thereby causing ΔΨ_m. However, NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 may have interacted with isolated mitochondria because it is more energetically favorable for these pleurocidins to integrate into mitochondrial membranes than remain in solution. Consequently, NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 may not directly interact with mitochondria inside the cell, but rather initiate a signaling pathway that leads to ΔΨ_m. Furthermore, to my knowledge, the membrane composition of each organelle has not been elucidated. Therefore, it is possible that NRC-03 and NRC-07 may interact with other organelles within cancer cells. Additional experiments, e.g., transmission electron microscopy using biotinylated pleurocidins and streptavidin-conjugated colloidal gold, should be conducted to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 target mitochondria and/or other organelles in breast cancer cells. Additional experiments should also be conducted to determine whether NRC-03 and/or
NRC-07 trigger the release of other pro-apoptotic factors, such as AIF, from the mitochondria of breast cancer cells.

Certain CAPs that cause ΔΨ\textsubscript{m} also generate ROS and activate caspases, which are involved in CAP-induced cell death (55). The data collected in my investigations show that NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated cell death was not associated with significant ROS generation, specifically superoxide generation, which was determined by staining NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated breast cancer cells with DHE. Due to the kinetics of NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell death, DHE and DiOC\textsubscript{6} staining were performed on breast cancer cells that were treated with peptide while in suspension, rather than cells that were adherent. Consequently, NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells may have behaved differently in suspension than they would when adherent. Moreover, NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 may cause the generation of other ROS that are not detected by DHE staining.

Despite these limitations, NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated breast cancer cell killing is likely ROS-independent because the antioxidant GSH did not inhibit NRC-03 or NRC-07 killing of breast cancer cells (Appendix Fig. 7). Moreover, the pancaspase inhibitor Boc-D-fmk did not inhibit NRC-03- or NRC-07-mediated cell death, suggesting that NRC-03 and NRC-07 do not kill breast cancer cells by caspase-dependent apoptosis.

Confocal microscopy was used to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 enter breast cancer cells. Surprisingly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 entered breast cancer and multiple myeloma cells after only 30 sec. Moreover, NRC-03 and NRC-07 localized to the nucleus of breast cancer cells within 30 sec. Electrostatic attraction to negatively charged DNA likely accounts for the rapid localization of NRC-03 and NRC-07 to the nucleus; however, additional experiments are required to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 actually bind DNA. Interestingly, NRC-07, but not NRC-03, caused DNA fragmentation in breast cancer cells. NRC-03 caused DNA fragmentation in multiple myeloma cells; however, NRC-03-induced DNA fragmentation was significantly less than NRC-07-induced DNA fragmentation. Studies conducted by others show that NRC-03 and NRC-07 adopt \(\alpha\)-helical arrangements in membrane mimicking environments (Syvitski \textit{et al}, unpublished data); however, there are subtle differences between the secondary structures of NRC-03 and NRC-07. Both NRC-03 and NRC-07 have random coil arrangements at the N-terminus, although the random coil N-terminal
region of NRC-03 is longer. Moreover, NRC-03 possesses 2 glycine residues that kink the α-helix, whereas NRC-07 adopts a more rigid α-helix. It is therefore tempting to speculate that the structural differences between NRC-03 and NRC-07 contribute to the observed differences in NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced DNA fragmentation. For example, NRC-07 may more easily intercalate into DNA, thereby causing mechanical stress that leads to DNA shearing. This hypothesis could be tested by replacing the glycine residues in NRC-03 with a non-helix-breaking aa such as alanine. Modified NRC-03 may then adopt the rigid α-helical secondary structure required to fragment DNA, which could then be measured by TUNEL staining. As an alternative explanation, NRC-07, and to a lesser extent NRC-03, may trigger the release of AIF from the mitochondria of breast cancer cells. AIF may then localize to the nucleus causing DNA fragmentation. Additional experiments should determine whether NRC-03 or NRC-07 trigger the release of AIF or other caspase-independent pro-apoptotic factors.

6.2.3 NRC-03 and NRC-07 Lyse Breast Cancer and Multiple Myeloma Cells

CAPs with anticancer properties can directly kill cancer cells by causing significant and irreversible membrane damage, while other CAPs kill cancer cells indirectly by triggering a signaling cascade that leads to cell death by apoptosis (61). The next objective of this investigation was therefore to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 are direct- or indirect-acting CAPs. NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell death was caspase-independent. Moreover, NRC-03 and NRC-07 caused LDH-release from MDA-MB-231, T47D, and MCF7 human breast cancer cells. LDH-release assays also showed that NRC-03 and NRC-07 caused time-dependent breast cancer cell lysis that peaked at 4 h. This experiment also demonstrated that approximately 30% of NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells exhibit significant membrane damage at 10 min. PI uptake studies showed that NRC-03 and NRC-07 damaged cell membranes of multiple myeloma cells within 10 min, suggesting that NRC-03 and NRC-07 kill other cancer cell types by a similar mechanism of action. SEM studies revealed that NRC-03 and NRC-07 damaged breast cancer cell membranes within 10 min. The NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells shown represent approximately 30% of the population. These cellular membranes are likely damaged enough to allow LDH-release. The remaining 70% of peptide-treated cells lack microvilli and show the initial stages of pore formation. This data supports the
data collected using the LDH-release assay. SEM analysis also revealed that NRC-03 and NRC-07 damage multiple myeloma cell membranes within 30 min. These images represent the majority of NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated multiple myeloma cells. Importantly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 did not bind to or damage HDF membranes, suggesting that membrane binding and damage is associated with peptide-mediated cell death. It is noteworthy that control HDFs had fewer microvilli than control breast cancer and multiple myeloma cells. This finding suggests that the surface area of the target cell influences peptide binding and cell killing. Although this hypothesis cannot be concluded with the data presented here, this finding has been reported by others (87). NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated cells had decreased numbers of microvilli that appeared damaged, suggesting that NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 may first attack the microvilli of the target cell; however, the significance of microvilli in CAP-mediated cancer cell death remains to be elucidated. Perhaps microvilli membranes have an abundance of highly anionic surface molecules. Alternatively, it may be easier for CAPs to reach the threshold concentration required for membrane lysis when microvilli are more numerous. Regardless, these findings suggest that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are direct-acting CAPs that kill breast cancer and multiple myeloma cells by a necrotic mechanism of action.

6.2.4 Proposed Mechanism of NRC-03- and NRC-07-Induced Cell Death

I propose the following model for the mechanism of NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated breast cancer cell killing (Fig. 6.1). NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated cell death is likely initiated by electrostatic interactions between the positively charged aa in the pleurocidins and negatively charged surface molecules present on the surface of the target cell membrane. This interaction is likely not dependent on the chirality or sequence of the pleurocidins. These electrostatic interactions likely bring NRC-03 and NRC-07 close enough to the cellular membrane to allow the hydrophobic aa of the pleurocidins to be exposed and subsequently insert into the hydrophobic core of the membrane, thereby anchoring the peptides to the cancer cell membrane. CAP monomers then aggregate and form pores that allow other CAP monomers to enter the cytoplasm. Pore formation most likely occurs as described by the toroidal pore model, although this conclusion cannot be made with the data obtained in this investigation. Cytoplasmic pleurocidins likely then
Figure 6.1. Proposed model of NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated cell killing. NRC-03 and NRC-07 lacking secondary structures (not shown) are attracted to negatively charged molecules present on the surface of the target cell. Electrostatic interactions between positively charged NRC-03 and NRC-07 and negatively charged surface molecules consequently allow insertion of the hydrophobic side chains into the lipid core of the cytoplasmic membrane. NRC-03 and NRC-07 then become anchored to the cell membrane, forming stable secondary structures. Peptide monomers then aggregate and traverse the membrane forming stable pores, allowing NRC-03 and NRC-07 to enter the cytoplasm where they interact with mitochondria resulting in $\Delta \Psi_m$ and cytochrome c release. NRC-03 and NRC-07 also localize to the nucleus; however, only NRC-07 causes DNA fragmentation. NRC-03-induced cell death is likely a consequence of overwhelming membrane damage, whereas NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity may also depend on DNA fragmentation. Soluble NRC-03 and NRC-07 may be temporarily sequestered by negatively charged soluble molecules, such as albumin, which may delay cell death; however, only NRC-03 is degraded by serum proteases.
localize to mitochondria causing ΔΨₘ, which is most likely not required for cell death. NRC-03 and NRC-07 also localize to the nucleus where NRC-07, and to a lesser extent NRC-03, cause DNA fragmentation. DNA fragmentation may be caused by the release of pro-apoptotic molecules from peptide-treated mitochondria, or it may be a consequence of peptide monomers intercalating into the major and/or minor groves of DNA leading to DNA shearing; however, the importance of DNA fragmentation for NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytotoxicity remains to be elucidated. NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cell death is most likely a consequence of significant and irreversible membrane damage that leads to cell death by necrosis, which is dependent on peptide binding to the cellular membrane; however, additional experiments should be conducted to determine whether other cellular processes, e.g., autophagy, are also involved in NRC-03- and/or NRC-07-induced cell death.

6.3 Antitumour properties of NRC-03 and NRC-07

Anticancer drugs must show antitumour properties in vivo in order to justify clinical evaluation. Several studies show that CAPs possess antitumour properties in vivo (53, 56, 95, 114, 117, 118, 145, 163); however, the majority of these studies treated tumour-bearing animal during the earliest stages of tumour growth (5-75 mm³) or immediately after tumour cell inoculation. Arguably, these studies evaluated the chemoprotective properties of CAPs rather than their potential for the effective treatment of established cancer. In this investigation, established tumours (≥120 mm³, or about the size of a pea) were injected thrice with NRC-03 or NRC-07. Both pleurocidins significantly delayed the growth of breast cancer cell xenografts in immune-deficient mice; however, tumours in NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated mice failed to be completely eliminated, which was likely a consequence of inadequate tissue penetration, peptide degradation, and short duration of therapy. Major organs isolated from control- and peptide-treated mice appeared normal, with the exception of one kidney, which was likely injected with tumour cells, and several oviducts. The abnormal oviducts exhibited increased vascularization, which may have been a consequence of the secretion of VEGF by MDA-MB-231 cells (185-187); however, the cause and significance of oviduct vascularization remains to be elucidated. Histological analysis revealed that the necrotic
core of peptide-treated tumours was larger than that of control-treated tumours, suggesting that NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed breast cancer xenografts; however, additional experiments are required to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 also inhibit the proliferation of tumour cells. Collectively, these findings indicate that NRC-03 and NRC-07 have antitumour properties in vivo. Importantly, this study showed that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are able to kill cells of established tumours, which suggests that these pleurocidins may be useful agents for the treatment of cancer, rather than the prevention of cancer.

The most significant limitation of this study is that NRC-03 and NRC-07 were delivered by intratumoural injection, which is not an ideal route of administration for cancer patients. NRC-03 and NRC-07 were administered in this manner because CAPs, including pleurocidin, are substrates for proteolytic degradation (149). Consequently, the next aim of this investigation was to determine the susceptibility of NRC-03 and NRC-07 to proteolytic degradation in serum, and to identify peptide derivatives with enhanced stability in vitro and in vivo.

6.4 Susceptibility to Protease Degradation

CAP-mediated cancer cell killing is often inhibited by serum (119, 126, 127), which may be a consequence of proteolytic degradation of the CAP by serum proteases, or CAP binding to negatively charged molecules that sequester the CAPs and prevent them from interacting with cellular membranes (37, 38, 67). The data collected in this study showed that NRC-03-mediated breast cancer cell killing was inhibited by FBS in a dose-dependent manner. NRC-07-mediated cell killing was also inhibited by FBS; however, the data did not achieve statistical significance. BSA is a highly negatively charged molecule found in FBS that inhibits cell killing by defensins (127). Breast cancer cells cultured in the presence or absence of BSA were treated with NRC-03 or NRC-07 to determine whether the FBS-mediated decrease in NRC-03- and/or NRC-07-mediated cytotoxicity was due to BSA binding to pleurocidins, thereby sequestering them from breast cancer cell membranes. Interestingly, BSA significantly inhibited NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated breast cancer cell killing at 4, but not 24 h, which was not a consequence of BSA degradation. This finding suggests that the interaction between
pleurocidins and BSA is reversible. Many drugs bind albumin (188), and albumin binding may enhance the pharmacokinetics of protein-based drugs (189); however, the importance of albumin binding in the pharmacokinetics of NRC-03 and NRC-07 was not elucidated in my study. Moreover, BSA binding to pleurocidins does not explain why FBS reduced NRC-03- or NRC-07-mediated breast cancer cell killing in a dose-dependent manner. Pleurocidins may bind to other serum proteins that limit their ability to kill breast cancer cells. For example, the direct-acting CAPs C18G and 399 are also inhibited by high serum concentrations; however, low-density lipoproteins potently inhibited peptide-mediated cytolysis, whereas albumin and high-density lipoproteins had only slight inhibitory properties (126). Additional experiments should therefore be conducted to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 bind to other serum molecules, and whether this interaction inhibits NRC-03- and/or NRC-07-mediated cell killing.

CAPs can be degraded by proteases (149). Experts argue that the anticancer properties of CAPs are limited by their sensitivity to proteolytic degradation by serum proteases (37, 38, 61). Moreover, the serum of breast cancer patients has greater proteolytic activities than serum from healthy individuals (190, 191). Therefore, the next objective of this investigation was to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 were susceptible to proteolytic degradation by serum proteases. NRC-03 that was incubated in the presence of HS or MS prior to being added to breast cancer cells was significantly less potent than NRC-03 that was not incubated in serum-containing medium. Interestingly, this phenomenon was not observed when NRC-03 was incubated in FBS. Moreover, NRC-07-mediated cell killing was not inhibited when NRC-07 was incubated with FBS, MS, or HS. These findings suggest that proteases in HS and MS degrade NRC-03 and thereby inhibit NRC-03-mediated cell death. It is noteworthy that while pretreating NRC-03 with MS prior to adding the peptide to cancer cells significantly limited its ability to kill breast cancer cells, the results were not as dramatic as those obtained when NRC-03 was exposed to HS. These findings suggest that HS contains more proteases than MS or FBS. Alternatively, HS may contain more anionic molecules capable of sequestering NRC-03, but not NRC-07, from breast cancer cell membranes. I therefore evaluated NRC-03 degradation in FBS, MS and HS. As predicted, NRC-03 was degraded in MS and HS, but not FBS. This finding suggests that NRC-03 requires
modification to improve its stability in serum before it will be considered for possible clinical use. Importantly, these findings did not reveal why NRC-03-mediated cytotoxicity was reduced by FBS in a dose-dependent manner. My current hypothesis is that other non-albumin molecules present in FBS bind to NRC-03, thereby reducing its capacity to bind to and kill breast cancer cells. As an alternate hypothesis, breast cancer cells incubated in low concentrations of FBS may express fewer negatively charged cell surface molecules, thereby making them less susceptible to NRC-03-mediated cell death. Alternatively, 30 min exposure to FBS may not be sufficient to cause NRC-03 degradation. Moreover, it is possible that cells grown in 2.5% FBS are less healthy than cells grown in higher concentrations of FBS, and are therefore easier to kill. Further experiments are required to determine which, if any, of these explanations is most likely.

6.5 Cytotoxic Properties of [D]-NRC-03

NRC-03 degradation in HS limits its therapeutic potential. Therefore, the next objective of this investigation was to identify a derivative of NRC-03 that is resistant to proteolytic degradation. Changing the chirality of anticancer CAPs by creating the enantiomer represents one promising strategy to overcome proteolytic degradation (61). All-D CAPs are non-immunogenic (132), which gives them an additional advantage over naturally-occurring CAPs. Importantly, several enantiomeric CAPs maintain potent anticancer properties (121, 123, 150). The data discussed in section 6.2.1 suggests that NRC-03 is likely attracted to several different negatively charged molecules present on the surface of cancer cells. Consequently, NRC-03-induced cell death is probably not dependent on a chiral-specific interaction with a unique receptor. Collectively, these findings suggest that [D]-NRC-03 would be expected to maintain anticancer properties, whilst being resistant to proteolytic degradation.

[D]-NRC-03 killed MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-468, MCF7, T47D, and SKBR3 human breast cancer cells, as well as 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma cells, in a dose-dependent manner. These data also indicated that [D]-NRC-03 was more potent than NRC-03 as a cytotoxic peptide, which confirmed that NRC-03-mediated cell death was not dependent on a chiral-specific interaction between NRC-03 and a specific receptor in the target cell membrane. Like NRC-03, [D]-NRC-03 killed MCF7-TX400 cells that
overexpressed P-gp, which was shown using clonogenic assays. NRC-03 significantly reduced the number of MCF7 CFUs after only 4 h, albeit to a lesser extent than [D]-NRC-03; however, NRC-03 did not significantly reduce the number of MCF7-TX400 CFUs. This data contrasts with data collected using 50 µM NRC-03. Therefore, it is possible that lower concentrations of [D]-NRC-03 may be less toxic to MCF7-TX400 cells than parental cells. It is also noteworthy that data collected by acid phosphatase assays suggest that NRC-03 was equally cytotoxic for MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells, whereas [D]-NRC-03 was significantly more toxic to MCF7 cells than MCF7-TX400 cells. The discrepancies between clonogenic and acid phosphatase assays are likely due to the difficulty in determining what constitutes a colony in the clonogenic assay. Therefore, although these data suggest that NRC-03 and [D]-NRC-03 are toxic to P-gp-overexpressing cells, additional experiments should be conducted to elucidate whether or not multidrug-resistant cells are less susceptible to cell killing by these peptides than parental cells.

Importantly, [D]-NRC-03 was not degraded by trypsin. Moreover, [D]-NRC-03-mediated cell killing was not reduced in increasing concentrations of FBS. However, the studies discussed in section 6.4 suggest that the inhibitory properties of FBS on NRC-03-mediated cell killing was likely not a consequence of NRC-03 degradation in FBS, but were rather caused by NRC-03 binding to negatively charged serum proteins other than albumin. Perhaps prolonged exposure of NRC-03 to FBS, i.e., longer than 30 min, would lead to NRC-03 degradation. Alternatively, [D]-NRC-03 may not bind to these unidentified serum proteins to the same extent as NRC-03. Additional experiments are therefore required to determine why NRC-03-induced cytotoxicity is reduced by FBS in a dose-dependent manner.

[D]-NRC-03-mediated killing of normal cells was evaluated to determine whether [D]-NRC-03 was more or less selective than NRC-03 for cancer cells. Neither NRC-03 nor [D]-NRC-03 were hemolytic. Additionally, NRC-03 and [D]-NRC-03 were not as cytotoxic for HUVECs as they were for cancer cells. These findings were consistent with the studies that evaluated the selectivity of NRC-03 and NRC-07 for cancer cells. Surprisingly, both NRC-03 and [D]-NRC-03 were able to kill HMECs, which was in contrast to the studies described in section 6.1.1. Moreover, NRC-03, and to a greater
extent [D]-NRC-03, killed HDFs, which was also in contrast to the results described in section 6.1.1. Importantly, there was a significant chronological delay between experiments evaluating the toxicity of NRC-03 and NRC-07 to normal cells, and experiments comparing the selectivity of [D]-NRC-03 for cancer cells to NRC-03. Because HUVECs, HMECs and HDFs are normal cell cultures, they can only be used for a finite number of passages. For this reason, the experiment comparing the selectivity of [D]-NRC-03 for cancer cells to NRC-03 was conducted on new stocks of each normal cell culture. The HUVECs purchased for both studies were pooled, whereas HDFs and HMECs were not, suggesting that the differences in NRC-03-mediated cytotoxicity may have been caused by variations between donors. It is tempting to speculate that differences in normal cell killing by NRC-03, and likely NRC-07, were due to individual differences in human leukocyte antigen expression. This hypothesis is supported by studies showing that the direct-acting CAPs BMAP-27 and BMAP-28 kill activated, but not resting, human lymphocytes (108). However, activated lymphocytes increase their expression of other negatively charged molecules (192). Moreover, to my knowledge, the net charge of different HLA serotypes, as well as differences in HLA glycosylation, have not been reported. Consequently, it is premature to draw this conclusion. However, if future studies identify that the selectivity of CAPs for cancer cells is dependent on the individual patient, the therapeutic utility of anticancer CAPs would be significantly limited. Consequently, this hypothesis warrants further investigation.

LDH-release assays showed that [D]-NRC-03 killed breast cancer cells in a time-dependent manner with activity that peaked at 8 h. This finding was interesting because NRC-03-mediated cell death peaked earlier at 4 h. This study also confirmed that [D]-NRC-03 was a more potent killer of MDA-MB-231 cells than NRC-03. SEM was subsequently used to confirm that [D]-NRC-03 killed breast cancer cells by a cytolytic mechanism of action. Microscopic examination confirmed that [D]-NRC-03-induced membrane damage lagged behind NRC-03-induced membrane damage; however, by 4 h the majority of [D]-NRC-03-treated cells had undergone lysis. These data suggest that NRC-03 has a similar mechanism of action as NRC-03. These data suggest that NRC-03 may bind to target cell membranes faster than [D]-NRC-03; however, the secondary structure of [D]-NRC-03 should be identical to NRC-03 except that [D]-NRC-
03 likely forms a left-handed α-helix rather than a right-handed α-helix. Further studies examining the kinetics of [D]-NRC-03 binding to breast cancer cells, as well as [D]-NRC-03 intracellular localization should be conducted to compare the kinetics of [D]-NRC-03-mediated cell killing to NRC-03-mediated cell killing.

6.6 Antitumour Properties of [D]-NRC-03

NRC-03 and NRC-07 are anticancer CAPs that killed breast cancer cells grown as xenografts in immune deficient mice; however, the clinical potential of NRC-03 is limited by its susceptibility to proteolytic degradation. [D]-NRC-03 is a potent, protease-resistant derivative of NRC-03. *In vivo* studies demonstrated that 125 µg [D]-NRC-03 administered by intratumoural injection of breast cancer xenografts elicited the same antitumour response as 500 µg NRC-03 injected in the same manner, suggesting that [D]-NRC-03 is also more potent that NRC-03 *in vivo*. Note that the apparent difference in tumour growth in the xenograft study evaluating the antitumour properties of NRC-03 and NRC-07 (Fig. 3.14) and the study evaluating the antitumour properties of NRC-03 and [D]-NRC-03 (Fig. 4.10) is likely due differences in the experimental design, where the former was repeated thrice and the latter was only performed once. Necropsies of control- and peptide-treated mice, and histological examination of control- and peptide-treated tumours, showed identical findings to the xenograft model discussed in section 6.3. Like the xenograft study that evaluated the antitumour properties of NRC-03 and NRC-07, this study is limited by the route of administration of NRC-03 and [D]-NRC-03. Furthermore, the clinical potential of [D]-NRC-03 is limited by its toxicity to normal cells. Therefore, future experiments aim to identify derivatives of [D]-NRC-03, herein referred to as [Dmod]-NRC-03, with improved selectivity for cancer cells. This might be achieved by replacing D-lysine and/or D-arginine residues with D-histidine, by adding a targeting motif, or by using nanotechnology delivery systems (90, 129-131). The anticancer potential of [Dmod]-NRC-03 should then be evaluated *in vivo* as described in section 6.8.
Chemoresistance represents one of the most significant limitations to chemotherapy-based treatments of cancer. The mechanism(s) by which cancer cells become resistant to chemotherapy depend on the drug in question. For example, resistance to cisplatin can occur by increasing DNA repair of cisplatin/DNA lesions, or by increasing the synthesis of GSH, which binds cisplatin and forms a complex that is pumped out of the cell (21-23). In contrast, resistance to taxanes may occur by increasing the expression of drug efflux proteins, or by altering β-tubulin isotype expression (26-28). Experts argue that cancer cell resistance to CAPs with anticancer properties would be a rare occurrence because CAPs are thought to be attracted to many different negatively charged molecules present on the surface of the cancer cell (38, 61, 67). Therefore, the cancer cell would have to change the expression of several molecules rather than a single receptor or downstream effector molecule in order to acquire resistance to CAPs. Moreover, research suggests that many CAPs likely do not require access to the inside of the cell in order to mediate cytotoxicity (56, 95, 96). In these instances, cancer cells cannot become resistant to the cytolytic peptide by eliminating it from the cytosol. To date melittin is the only CAP with anticancer properties with documented resistance by eukaryotic cells. Melittin is a 26 aa direct-acting CAP that is the principal active component in bee venom (193). Melittin is an immunogenic and hemolytic CAP that selectively kills ras-transformed NIH-3T3 cells (mouse embryonic fibroblasts), which become resistant to melittin by decreasing Ras expression (132, 175, 194). Interestingly, melittin-resistant Ras-transformed NIH-3T3 cells were morphologically normal (194). While these results are interesting, they do not adequately address the issue of cancer cell resistance to direct-acting CAPs.

The data collected throughout this study suggest that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are direct-acting CAPs that kill cancer cells by causing significant and irreversible damage to the cellular membrane. NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytolysis correlated with NRC-03 and NRC-07 binding to cancer cells. Surprisingly, prolonged exposure to increasing concentrations of NRC-03 or NRC-07 generated NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells. This finding rejects the hypothesis that cancer cells cannot become resistant to direct-acting CAPs. NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells were also
resistant to both NRC-07 and NRC-03, respectively, which is not surprising considering that NRC-03 and NRC-07 have similar anticancer properties and mechanisms of action. However, both NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant cancer cells could be killed by higher concentrations of NRC-03 or NRC-07; albeit this is unlikely to be clinically useful because these peptide concentrations are likely to be significantly cytotoxic for normal cells. Not surprisingly, NRC-03 and NRC-07 bound to resistant cells to a lesser extent than parental cells, which supports the hypothesis that peptide binding is required for cell death; in fact, NRC-03 and NRC-07 binding to resistant cells was comparable to NRC-03 and NRC-07 binding to HDFs, which were not killed by NRC-03 or NRC-07. A morphological comparison of NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells to parental cells showed that NRC-03-resistant cells resembled epithelial cells, whereas NRC-07-resistant cells exhibited membrane blebbing. Although unlikely, prolonged exposure to NRC-03 may have caused genetic changes that caused the cell to become more like a normal epithelial cell. This hypothesis is consistent with the study that examined melittin-resistant ras-transformed NIH-3T3 cells, and could be tested using a bioinformatics approach. The significance of the membrane blebs observed in NRC-07-resistant cells, and to a lesser extent NRC-03-resistant cells, has not been elucidated in this study. Importantly, membrane blebs were also seen in NRC-03- and NRC-07-treated MDA-MB-231 cells. Membrane blebbing has been documented in melittin-treated liposomes, as well as latarcin 2a-treated erythroleukemia cells (195, 196). However, to my knowledge the significance of CAP-induced membrane blebbing has not been elucidated. It is noteworthy that in many cases the membrane blebs consisted of damaged membrane, whereas the rest of the cellular membrane appeared normal. Future studies could use transmission electron microscopy and streptavidin-colloidal gold staining to compare the amount of biotinylated peptide molecules bound to the membrane blebs versus molecules bound to the cell body. Importantly, the data obtained in this study do not identify the mechanisms responsible for the alterations in phenotype of NRC-03- or NRC-07-resistant cells, nor do they adequately address mechanism(s) of cancer cell resistance to NRC-03 or NRC-07. Ongoing microarray and metabolic labeling experiments aim to identify potential mechanisms of cancer cell resistance to NRC-03.
and NRC-07. These data may also provide additional information on the mechanism of action of NRC-03 and/or NRC-07.

Cancer is often treated with combinational treatment regimens that are selected based on evidence collected in clinical trials (162). Generally, therapies with different mechanism(s) of action and toxicities are combined to decrease the likelihood of cancer cells developing resistance to these regimens, increase the clinical response, and limit the side effects experienced by the patient. The data collected in this study suggest that NRC-03 and NRC-07 have different mechanisms of action than cisplatin and docetaxel. Moreover, NRC-03, and to a lesser extent NRC-07, enhance cell killing by cisplatin. Furthermore, NRC-03 and NRC-07 kill taxane-resistant breast cancer cells. NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells are also killed by cisplatin and docetaxel. Collectively, these findings suggest that NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 may be useful candidates for addition to combinational treatment regimens for the treatment of breast cancer. Future studies should identify whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 enhance docetaxel- and/or cisplatin-induced breast cancer cell killing in vivo. Importantly, NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells were killed by [D]-NRC-03, albeit it to a lesser extent than parental cells. Killing of resistant cells by [D]-NRC-03 is likely mediated by its reduced selectivity for cancer cells; i.e., [D]-NRC-03 likely kills all cells indiscriminately. Future studies should identify whether NRC-03- or NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells can be killed by other direct- and/or indirect-acting CAPs. Results from this study could clarify whether all direct-acting CAPs function by a similar mechanism, or whether there are subtle differences between different cytolytic peptide families.

6.8 Future Directions

The next objective of this investigation should be to identify a derivative of [D]-NRC-03 with improved selectivity for cancer cells ([Dmod]-NRC-03). The toxicity of systemically-delivered [Dmod]-NRC-03, i.e., LD$_{50}$, should be determined to identify a dose that can safely be delivered systemically to tumour-bearing mice. Ideally, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies should also be conducted on [Dmod]-NRC-03. These studies may, for example, identify potential drug-related problems such
as drug interactions. Once an appropriate dose of [Dmod]-NRC-03 is identified, in vivo studies could be conducted to determine whether systemically-delivered [Dmod]-NRC-03 reduces tumour growth in mice bearing breast cancer xenografts. Additional in vivo studies could also determine whether [Dmod]-NRC-03 enhances the antitumour properties of cisplatin and/or docetaxel. The ability of [Dmod]-NRC-03 to kill breast cancer metastasis could then be evaluated. In this regard, mouse mammary cancer cells could be injected into the tail vein or mammary fat pad of syngeneic mice, which would evaluate the antitumour properties of [Dmod]-NRC-03 in immune-competent mice. These studies would determine whether [Dmod]-NRC-03 can elicit an antitumour immune response as described by Berge and colleagues (95). Alternatively, breast cancer tissues isolated from patients could be surgically implanted into immune-deficient mice.

Studies should also be conducted to determine whether NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 selectivity for cancer cells is dependent on the individual patient. Microarray and metabolic-labeling experiments should be completed to elucidate mechanisms of cancer cell resistance to NRC-03 and NRC-07. Additionally, the tumourgenicity of NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant breast cancer cells should be determined. This study would further elucidate the clinical implications of cancer cell resistance to NRC-03 and/or NRC-07. Collectively, these studies would determine the clinical potential of pleurocidins and their derivatives.

6.9 Conclusions

The data collected throughout this investigation suggest that NRC-03 and NRC-07 are direct-acting CAPs that kill breast cancer cells by causing significant and irreversible membrane damage, which leads to cell death by necrosis. NRC-03- and NRC-07-induced cytolysis was likely dependent on peptide binding to several different types of negatively charged molecules present on the surface of breast cancer cells. NRC-03 and NRC-07 killed multidrug-resistant breast cancer cells but caused minimal damage to normal cells, although this may vary between individuals. NRC-03, and to a lesser extent NRC-07, enhanced breast cancer cell killing by cisplatin, which suggests that these peptides may be a valuable addition to combinational treatment regimens for the treatment and/or management of breast cancer. Importantly, both NRC-03 and NRC-07
exhibited antitumour properties \textit{in vivo}; however, the clinical use of NRC-03 is limited by its susceptibility to proteolytic degradation. Proteolytic degradation of NRC-03 was overcome by creating [D]-NRC-03, which was more potent than NRC-03, both \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo}. Like NRC-03, [D]-NRC-03 was membranolytic; however, [D]-NRC-03 was slower-acting than NRC-03, and was less selective for cancer cells. Additional studies are therefore needed to develop derivatives of [D]-NRC-03 with improved selectivity for cancer cells.

This study found that resistance to membranolytic CAPs is possible and is most likely a consequence of reduced peptide binding to cancer cell membranes. Further experiments are required to determine mechanisms of cancer cell resistance to pleurocidins. Importantly, NRC-03- and NRC-07-resistant cancer cells were killed by other cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents, as well as by [D]-NRC-03. Collectively, these data suggest that derivatives of [D]-NRC-03 and/or NRC-07 with enhanced selectivity for cancer cells may hold potential as novel therapeutic agents for the treatment of breast cancer.
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APPENDIX
Appendix Figure 1. MCF7-TX400 breast cancer cells overexpress P-gp and are resistant to paclitaxel. (A) P-gp was detected in MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells by western blot analysis. Pixel intensity was used to quantify fold-increase in P-gp relative to actin. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and were performed in collaboration with Anna Greenshields and Dr. Matthew Smith. (B) MCF7 and MCF7-TX400 cells were cultured in the absence or presence of 400 ng/ml paclitaxel. Cell viability was determined by acid phosphatase assay after 72 h. Data were collected in collaboration with Dr. Matthew Smith. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 3) ± SD and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to paclitaxel-treated MCF7 cells; * p < 0.05.
Appendix Figure 2. NRC-03 and NRC-07 kill cisplatin-resistant ovarian cancer cells. (A) HEY, OCC-1, OVCA-429 and SKOV-3 ovarian cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 25 or 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown are from a representative experiment (n=3) ± SD and were collected in collaboration with Anna Greenshields. (B) Jurkat T leukemia cells, and HEY, OCC-1, OVCA-429 and SCOV-3 ovarian cancer cells were cultured in the presence or absence of 8 µg/ml cisplatin. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are statistically significant by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to cisplatin-treated Jurkat cells; * p < 0.01.
Appendix Figure 3. Biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07 are as potent as NRC-03 and NRC-07 in terms of cytotoxicity. MDA-MB-231 cells breast cancer cells were cultured in 50 µM NRC-03, biotin-NRC-03, NRC-07, or biotin-NRC-07. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 4 or 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE. Biotin-NRC-03- and -NRC-07-induced cell killing is not significantly different ($p \geq 0.05$) than killing by NRC-03 and NRC-07, respectively.
Appendix Figure 4. NRC-03 and NRC-07, but not [D]-NRC-03, are degraded by trypsin. 50 μg NRC-03, NRC-07 or [D]-NRC-03 were incubated in 1 μg trypsin o/n at 37°C. Intact or fragmented peptides were detected by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The X and Y axes are identical in every plot (400 to 3400 atomic mass/charge, and 0 to 100%, respectively). Data shown is from 1 experiment and was collected by Mr. Ken Chisholm at the Institute for Marine Biosciences.
Appendix Figure 5. NRC-03 and NRC-07 from American Peptide are as potent cytotoxic agents as NRC-03 and NRC-07 from Dalton Pharma Services. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the absence or presence of the indicated concentrations of NRC-03 and NRC-07 from Dalton Pharma Services or America Peptide Company. Cell viability was determined by MTT assay after (A) 4h or (B) 24h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are not statistically significant ($p \geq 0.05$) by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to NRC-03 or NRC-07 from Dalton Pharma Services.
Appendix Figure 6. Texas Red-streptavidin staining is a consequence of its interaction with biotin-NRC-03 and -NRC-07, and not a result of NRC-03- or NRC-07-mediated membrane damage. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were cultured in the absence or presence of 50 µM NRC-03, biotin-NRC-03, NRC-07, or biotin-NRC-07 for 10 min, stained with Texas Red-streptavidin, and visualized by fluorescence microscopy (400 ×). Data shown are from a representative experiment (n = 3).
Appendix Figure 7. NRC-03- and NRC-07-mediated cell death is ROS-independent. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells pretreated for 20 min with 2.5 mM GSH were cultured in the presence or absence of 50 µM NRC-03 or NRC-07. Percent cytotoxicity was determined by acid phosphatase assay after 24 h. Data shown represent the mean of 3 independent experiments ± SE and are not statistically significant ($p \geq 0.05$) by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test in comparison to NRC-03- or NRC-07-treated cells.